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ABSTRACT 

The development of conternporary lndian organizations in Canada has 

been examined for leadership styles (Boldt 1973; Dyck 1983; 1991 ) and by 

historians and sociologists in a specific ways (Patterson 1972, Lueger 1977, 

Ponting and Gibbins 1980, Surtees 1971, Weaver, 1981 ). A corpus of political 

biographies about contemporary lndian political leaders in Canada has only 

recently begun to be created ( MacGregor i 989; McFarlane, 1993;Sluman and 

Goodwill, 1 982). 

The focus of this study is a political biography on Walter Deiter, a central 

figure in the development of the Federation of Saskatchewan lndian Nations and 

the National lndian Brotherhood (later to be known as the Assembly of First 

Nations). The conclusions of this study are that Walter Deiter had significant 

historical importance in the political development of lndian people in Canada. He 

was the first Canadian lndian leader to organize successfully national and 

regional lndian political aspirations. Deiter asserted that Indian people 

themselves knew what was the best approach to improve the social and 

economic conditions of his people. His approach was to confront colonialism in 

the Canadian federal governrnent and to assert the potential of lndian people to 

help themselves. Deiter became the fulcrum of major change in the development 

of Canadian lndian policies. His legacies are the political platforms that he 

established for Aboriginal people that allowed them a voice in the policy 

. . 
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His ability to bridge lndian and non-lndian people was his greatest asset which, 

when combined with a firm conviction that Indians deserved the right to self- 

determination, laid the foundation for the Aboriginal self-government. 



PREFACE 

To reconstruct the life of a political figure requires an intimate knowledge 

of the motives and personality of that person. A biography should strive to revive 

the essence of a personality and reflect his character against his own time. This 

thesis is a biography on rny father, Walter Deiter. In writing this thesis I was 

acutely aware of the problems of distancing and interpretation and did not want 

the father-daughter relationship to weaken this treatment as a political 

biography. With this in mind, I have weighted most of the text on documentary 

and archival evidence. Most of my father's own papers were destroyed in a 

flooded basement, and as a consequence, public records were heavily used in 

this research. However, the Eniwuik collection donated by the Indian-Eskimo 

Association of Canada to the Saskatchewan lndian Federated College, 

contained the surviving primary records of their organization and the verbatim 

minutes of meetings of early National Chief s conferences. The Deiter family 

records were developed by Fred Dieter and Eleanor (nee Dieter) Brass and are 

available in a collection called the Eleanor Brass Papers located in the 

Saskatchewan lndian Federated College Library and Archives. 

I wish to express my appreciation for the financial assistance of the 

Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research, University of Regina. I am also 

grateful to the staffs of the Saskatchewan Indian Federated College and the 

Saskatchewan Provincial Archives. I am also proud to acknowledge Dr. David 
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n. IVIIIJBI a3 iriy iriesls supervisui, wirrrour wnose guiaance ana conriaence I 

would have not dared to atternpt this work. 

I also wish to thank my cornmittee members, Professor Del Anaquod, of 

the Saskatchewan lndian Federated College Department of Indian Studies, and 

University of Regina Faculty members, Dr. J. Pitsula (History), and Dr. Sentes 

(Political Science) for their comrnents and insights. I am deeply indebted to my 

mother, lnez Deiter, and Delia Opekokew who both patiently read and 

encouraged me with this work. I also would like to thank my children, Ryan, 

Eleanor and Koty, and other members of my family for their support and 

enthusiasm. Finally, I am responsible for the version that has emerged from the 

comments of the various readers. 

The terminology used in this thesis for Canadian Aboriginal people follow 

legal definitions. Deiter was instrumental in retaining the legal status of lndian 

people and therefore, the term lndian is used throughout the thesis as he 

probably would have been opposed to the more contemporary practice of using 

the term First Nations. 

Aboriginal as defined by the Canadian constitution refers to Indians, Metis 

and Inuit. Status lndians are defined by the lndian Act, a federal law of the 

Canadian government. 

The interviews collected for this thesis have received approval from the 

University of Regina's Research Ethics Review Committee. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The focus of this thesis is a political biography on Walter P. Deiter who 

served as the Chief of the Federation of Saskatchewan M ians  from 'i 966-1 969 

and was the founding president of the National lndian Brotherhood from 

1968-1 970 which was renamed the Assembly of First Nations in 1982. Deiter 

was a major figure in the early development of lndian lobby groups across 

Canada, including the Manitoba lndian Brotherhood, the lndian Association of 

Alberta, the lndian Veterans Association and the Native Alcohol Council. Deiter 

established a particular political context for lndian leadership that could be 

accepted by both mainstream society and indian communities. Other lndian 

leaders prior to Deiter failed to establish unity within the lndian communities 

while simultaneously fostering credibility within mainstream society. 

Deiter was also instrumental in altering the federal government position 

on lndian policy that had existed for over a century. Since 1859, colonial Canada 

had adopted a position of assimilating lndians with the passage of the Act for the 

Gradua1 Civilvina and Enfranchisina Ind 
. . -  . . . im. Deiter successfully led the 

challenge against the federal government's proposa1 to teninate lndian rights in 

1969 which forced the government to reconsider its goal of assimilation and 

pursue an agenda of consultation with lndian people, through their political 

forums. 

Deiter's political objectives were to find rneans to express self- 



demand a comparative equality in the political, economic, and social status that 

other Canadians enjoyed. lndian people were not Canadian citizens until 1960, 

and therefore, excluded by government policies and legislation from full 

participation in mainstream Canada. 

Walter Deiter assumed his leadership role at a time when the federal 

government, through the Department of lndian Affairs, exerted a neo-colonial 

paternalism towards lndian people in Canada. His individual leadership style, 

actions and heritage allowed him to play a pivotal role in changing the direction 

of federal lndian policies from that of colonialism to one of self-determination. 

Walter Deiter was of Plains Cree and Saulteaux heritage and was from 

the File Hills lndian colony, located on the Peepeekisis reserve in southern 

. . 
Saskatchewan. His lndian name was Bgisis Aski or "A Little Piece of the Earth". 

He was the great grandchild of two of the signatories to Treaty Four. His life was 

shaped by oppressive Canadian lndian policies that dominated every aspect of 

his life. He was born into the File Hills lndian community which was specially 

designed and controlled by the Department of lndian Affairs. He received his 

education through the lndian residential schools at File Hills, Saskatchewan and 

later at Birtle, Manitoba. After graduating, he enlisted in the Canadian army only 

to be discharged because of medical problems. He was later hospitalized for 

tuberculosis at the Fort San Hospital in Fort Qu'Appelle, Saskatchewan for a 

period of nearly four years. During his convalescence, he completed his grade 

twelve through correspondence courses and also obtained a certificate in 
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His health did not permit hirn to farm on the reserve, so he pursued a 

career as a truck-driver. He married lnez Wuttunee, a Plains Cree from the Red 

Pheasant reserve in 1951. She provided a strong cultural influence on him 

throughout his life.Walterls early marriage was marred with alcohol problems but 

by 1956 he was sober and closely followed the prograrn of Alcoholics 

Anonymous. Walter and lnez raised six daughters in the cities of Saskatoon and 

Regina. They were never dependent on social services; Walter was resourceful 

at finding and maintaining employment. His R n t  involvement with lndian politics 

was through his bid to run for the Chief of the Federation of Saskatchewan 

lndians in 1956. He lost the election but his involvement inspired a profound 

interest in helping his people. 

In 1956, he helped to set up the Saskatoon lndian Friendship Center. A 

year later, the family moved to Regina. Walter was hired as the first lndian 

director of the Regina Friendship Center. In 1964, he was hired by the provincial 

government's Saskatchewan Bureau of Alcoholism which promoted sobriety on 

lndian reserves. ln 1965, he sat on the board of Directors for the lndian and 

Eskimo Association of Canada (IEA). In the same year, he was appointed to sit 

on a Regional lndian Advisory Board that was established by lndian Affairs. In 

1966, he was elected Chief of the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians (FSI). In 

1967, he was appointed the sole lndian member of a national task force to 

review the Jndian Act. In 1968, he was mandated by status lndians at a national 
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president of the National lndian Brotherhood (NB), which by 1982 changed its 

name to the Assembly of First Nations (AFN). In 1969, he was also appointed to 

the Board of Directors for the Canadian Council on Rural Development. This was 

also the year the Federal government's White Paper was issued urging the 

eventual termination of lndian status Deiter took a lead role in organizing 

national lndian opposition to the White paper. However by 1970, Deiter 

lost his elected leadership position as president of the National lndian 

Brotherhood. 

Returning home to Saskatchewan, Deiter established the Native Alcohol 

Council and served as the executive director for the Native Alcohol Center. In 

1973, he worked for the Metis Society of Saskatchewan as a consultant on 

Aboriginal rights. He also reestablished himself as a small business operator in 

sand and grave1 and operated a backhoe operation. 

By 1977, he was elected as a band councillor for his home reserve, 

Peepeekisis. In 1978, he organized the lndian veterans into an association and 

served as the founding president for the National lndian Veterans Association. 

He also was honoured with the appointment as Senator with the Federation of 

Saskatchewan Indians. In 1980, Deiter was appointed an Officer of the Order of 

Canada. 

His last years were politically difficult as he pressed for an investigation 

into an Indian-owned consulting firm that had ramifications for lndian leaders 

both at the provincial and national levels. Deiter also felt estranged from the 
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and the Assembly of First Nations (AÇN), organizations he had fostered at 

important periods of their development. 

This biographical study about Walter Deiter addresses a question of 

recovery, description and interpretation. Walter Deiter's accornplishments are 

not just as an important lndian organizer and founder of the National lndian 

Brotherhood (later the Assernbly of First Nations) but rather how he assumes a 

central critical role in the historie political development of lndian people in 

Canada. Through the political actions of WaHer Deiter, the defining parameters 

of contemporary lndian leadership are exemplified. 

Walter Deiter becarne the first successful leader to organize Indian 

people on a national basis and the first lndian leader to receive federal 

govemment funding to organize lndian people into a pragmatic political lobby 

group. Deiter organized lndian communities in Saskatchewan and selectively in 

other parts of Canada into taking charge of their own lives through formulating 

tangible agendas for self-determination. He firmly identified how Indian people 

were affected by generations of the entrenched neo-colonial attitudes held by 

lndian Affairs' bureaucrats and how this attitude was in his view their greatest 

obstacle. He influenced the structural development of contemporary Indian 

organizations at the provincial and federal level by using chiefs and councils as 

the community base to build lndian lobby groups that could serve as the political 

governments for their comrnunities. Deiter was the first human and civil rights 

leader for lndian people in Canada that successfully transcended both the 

isolated world of lndian people (regional, tribal, and reserve) and that of the 
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self-determination and to dernonstrate that colonialism was no longer acceptable 

to lndian people in Canada. Deiter articulated a vision for lndian people that 

included attaining civil equalities with other Canadians without abandoning the 

uniqueness of lndians as a people with a special legal status. 

This study about Walter Deiter also examines more broadly how 

contemporary lndian leadership was developed in Canada both at the provincial 

and national level. Deiter recognized that a broad based Indian political 

movement with mainstream support was the only viable means to influence 

tangible changes in the national policies for lndian people. Deiter's approach 

was to provide forums to lndian people through various organizations so that 

they could express their needs and aspirations to society and government. 

Deiter understood that as an lndian leader for an lndian organization, he had to 

find a balance so that both mainstream society and lndian people could join 

together to mutual benefit in a united goal of improving lndian communities' 

social and economic positions. This approach gave him considerable political 

capital in challenging the colonial paternalism exerted through the Department of 

lndian Affairs. 

His greatest moment came when he lead the national opposition to the 

1969 termination policy on lndian rights. This victory served to mark a turning 

point for the Canadian government's control of lndian people and required that 

lndian Affairs deal differently with this new lndian leadership. Deiter appealed to 

the Canadian public's liberal political philosophies while advocating that 

collectively his people could best address the needs of their communities. 

Deiter's legacy was the creation of a distinct new model of lndian leadership 
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mainstream Canada through the use of organized forums. 



CHAPTER 2 

MODELS OF CANADIAN INDIAN LEADERSHIP 

lndian leadership in Canada beyond the reserve level has received 

recognition by mainstream society and lndian communities only since the early 

seventies with the establishment of lndian political associations. Prior to this 

time, lndian leaders were difficult to identify and define. Various models of lndian 

leadership have been offered by anthropologists, sociologists, and historians 

(Barsh 1986; Boldt 1 973, 1993 ). However, no detailed cornprehensive historical 

treatment of the intellectual and political development of Canadian lndian 

organizations has been written. Some regional developments have recently 

been given attention (Tennant 1990; Pitsula 1994, 1996). Therefore, the lack of 

what could be calied a literature of micro level historically detailed studies 

continued until recently to limit any macro level comprehension of lndian political 

development in Canada. 

A number of scholars have attributed the resistance to the 1969 White 

Paper policy on termination of lndian special status as being the catalyst for the 

development of lndian organizations (Boldt 1993, Luegar 1 977, Purich 1 986, 

and Weaver 1981); other academics have relied heavily on the discourse of 

Harold Cardinal, a former lndian leader (Cardinal 1969, 1977) to provide a basis 

for secondary interpretations on lndian political development (Patterson 1972, 

Surtees 1971, Corneau and Santin 1 990). Cardinal's analysis relied upon his 

own personal observations and experience as the leading politician of a 

provincial Indian political organization. Other treatments on the development of 
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leaders wjth little regard to thorough historical documentation (Pointing and 

Gibbins 1980; Dyck 1981; Sluman and Goodwill 1982; McFarlane 1993). The 

result has been a fragmentary and contradictory historical record that was 

always, at best, piecemeal and without coherence resulting in an incomplete 

understanding of lndian political development. Biographies about many other 

lndian political leaders are needed to provide the expanded insight and 

description to cornplete a more satisfying documentation of lndian developments 

in Canada. 

Models of lndian leadership have largely been deveioped by American 

writers on American lndians of the frontier era ( Barsh 1986; Clifton 'i 989; Liberty 

1978; Salabiye and Young 1984). The corpus of material suggests that lndian 

leaders despite their tribal and regional differences share many common 

qualities. These qualities, suggested by Salabiye and Young, were listed: first, 

that lndian leaders need to provide resources to their followers if they want to 

remain in power; second, they must provide a balance between lndian attitudes 

and mainstream expectations; third, they must be perceived as attempting to 

maintain traditional cultures while living in mainstrearn society; and finally, the 

new lndian leadership must address problems of legitimacy. Salabiye and Young 

conclude that the challenge that plagues lndian leaders is one of how to satisfy 

the demands of lndian constituents while fulfilling the expectations of 

rnainstream society. The success of future lndian leaders is posited not on their 

traditional values but on their managerial ability and political knowledge. 

Salabiye and Young draw their conclusions from a review of literature that is 

specifically American based but offers salient qualities that would apply to 

Canadian Indian leaders. 
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Menno Boldt (1 977, 1993) who suggested that contemporary lndian leadership 

was based upon a range of traditional lndian values that have persisted over 

time or that have been revived. He suggested that the colonial structures within 

which lndian leaders must operate have contributed to the rise of an lndian 

ruling elite constantly conforming to a Western-European leadership style. 

Boldt recognized the cultural and social diversity of lndian nations but 

concluded that a commonality of values that include decision-making by the use 

of consensus, institutional sharing, respect for personal autonomy and a 

preference for impersonal controls over behaviour (Boldt 1993: 1 91 ). Boldt 

examined lndian leadership by juxtaposing the contrast to European notions of 

leadership embodied within ideas of authority, hierarchy and a ruling entity: 

The European-Western notion of sovereign authority had its origins 
in the system of feudalism and the associated belief in the inherent 
inequality of men. The indigenous people of North America, 
however, never experienced feudalism and most believed in the 
equality of men ( Boldt 1 993: 193). 

Boldt also suggested that lndian leadership was characterized by a democratic 

and non-authoritarian style that depended upon rule by consensus: 

In place of personal authority, hierarchical power relationships, 
and a ruling entity, the organizing and regulating force 
for group order and endeavor in traditional lndian 
society was custom and tradition (Miller 1955)( Boldt :195). 

Traditional lndian leaders were organized around extended kinship systems with 

relationships and roles defined by custom. lndian leaders achieved their 

influence and status through establishing their reputations for generosity, 

service, wisdom, spirituality, courage, diplomacy, loyalty, and personal 



played a vital role in acquiring and maintaining status. These lndian leaders 

were servants to their people. 

Boldt attributed to the Canadian federal government various assaults on 

traditional forms of lndian leadership which over time has created a small ruling 

elite prevail in contemporary lndian politics. The weakness of Boldt's model is 

that his interpretations were offered to provide a framework for social action and 

are not presented as formal scholarly research (Boldt 1993:xvi). 

Harold Cardinal in his book, The Un!ust Society, also developed an 

evolutionary mode1 of contemporary lndian leadership in Canada which he 

categorized into three stages. The initial stage was from 1920 to 1940 which he 

characterized as a period where the "genuine heroesn were people who were 

largely illiterate volunteers and yet were often doubted by their own people, 

harassed by the police and spurned by the churches. The next stage was the 

period dominated by the "marginaln lndians who were perceived not to be guided 

by traditions, but rather had been educated in residential schools, and frequently 

were considered to be too subservient to "white people (sic)". This period of 

leadership was prominent from 1945 to the mid-sixties. Cardinal's last stage 

included leaders who were angry, impatient, and leading the movement for the 

"red explosion" (Cardinal 1969: 1 00-1 10). Cardinal's chronological categories 

described in harsh terms a pattern of development of lndian political thought in 

which he legitimized the political development of provincial organizations and 

their actions in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Cardinal's model, like that of 

Boldt's, lacked both the historical detail and theoretical articulation needed to 

provide the substance for a more sophisticated analysis. 
. . 

Edward J. Hedican in his book S e r a e d  

ership Amon9 the Northern Q@wa (1986) utilized a case study approach 
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Collins Bay, in northern Ontario to describe a non-colonized perspective of 

lndian leadership. Hedican limited his definition of colonization to relationships 

directly with the federal government. 

Collins Bay is an Aboriginal community located off reserve whose 

residents are Metis, status and non-status Indians. The select leaders subject of 

the study were the Metis, sons of the local trader, who led the community early in 

this century. This trader became the broker for this community because he was 

the distributor of goods to the people. This trader also understood that his 

influence was dependent on his ability to be generous and redistribute his 

wealth to as many followers as possible within his community. 

Hedican concluded that lndian leadership within this cornmunity was 

centred upon the sons' ability to engage in the exchange and distribution of 

goods employing patterns exemplified by their father's adaptation of traditional 

lndian values. However absent from his analysis was the degree to which the 

issues surrounding race affected dynamics of leaders and constituents nor does 

he assess the fact that these leaders were of mixed ancestry. Interna1 

colonization is not limited to the relationship to status lndians and their 

relationship to the federal government but can also apply to Aboriginal 

communities in which their local resources are exploited by outsiders. One 

aspect of interna1 colonization is the inherent belief in the racism or the genetic 

superiority of one race over another (Frideres 1983:367). Race consequently 

remains a major contributing factor in regulating the social relationships within 

this community and cannot be overlooked. Nonetheless, Hedican provides a 

compelling argument that lndian leadership has as its base a set of customary 
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redistribution of goods to their followers. 

Hedican's research is also premised on the assumption that lndian 

leaders are defined through assurnptions of the role of band chiefs personally 

and collectively. He provides some historical analysis about the development of 

lndian leaders in thk region to contemporary times and concludes that local 

Indian leaders hold less power than in traditional times and infers that the major 

barrier to their exercise of power has been the federal government influenced 

by its colonial policies (Hedican 1 986:3). 

Hedican's definitions of lndian leadership when compared to that of a 

band chief begs the more fundamental question of how to identify an Indian 

leader. Leaders are being defined from several aspects but lndian political 

leaders hold defined roles in societies or at the band council level as a headrnan 

or a chief. An individual's status defines their level of influence among their 

peers. lndian political leaders also serve to represent their people to outsiders, 

such as the trading chiefs of the fur trade era. These leaders derive their 

positions from non-lndians. The distinction between these two types of leaders 

relate to their source of power: "inside leadersn derive their authority from their 

own community; "outside leaders" secure their leadership position once 

confirmed by others outside their community. Resources for the leaders also 

Vary: inside leaders derive their resources from traditional sources, such as their 

own ability to hunt; the outside leader derive some part of their resources from 

the outsiders in exchange for recognition. This insidefoutside perspective to 

lndian leadership is a significant factor in assessing the development of lndian 

leadership. 

The categorization of being an insideloutside leader changed through 
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who existed prior to contact through to the treaty era. The ancestors of Walter 

Deiter were the Plains Cree whose central political unit was the flexible camping 

band. Bands on the prairies were composed mainly of extended kinship family 

systems. lndividuals who traced their lineage to the sarne ancestral roots were 

considered as relatives. Relatives were valued and expected to support each 

other with generosity, kindness and respect. An individual's family consisted of 

cousins, parents, aunts and uncles, in-laws and grandparents. Family rnembers 

had specific normative roles constituting relationships to each other. For 

example, older family members had the responsibility to teach and nurture their 

younger relatives. Parent's siblings were considered as little mothers or little 

fathers denoting their roles as secondary parents to the children of their siblings. 

In-laws of the opposite sex did not converse directly with each other, such as a 

woman would not speak directly to her son-in-law; nor a father-in-law to his son's 

wife. The Cree also followed a patriarchal system in which the head of the family 

was the oldest male. A traditional leader of the band was often the oldest male 

who served as chief or headman to the band (Ahenakew 1995: 61 : Milloy 

1 988: 76-80}. 

David Mandelbaum, an anthropologist who created the first 

comprehensive ethnographic record of the Plains Cree people, noted the role of 

a traditionaf leader or "chief' among the Plains Cree was one of a spokesman, 

arbitrator and facilitator for his people (Mandelbaum 1979: 106-1 0). A chief was 

expected to ensure that al1 his rnernbers had sufficient provisions. 

"His duty as leader, is to look out for the welfare of his people, 
to see they amass property, live comfortably and hunt with order, 
also to go at their head when they visit the fort to trade and 
endeavour to secure their. . . advantage by making the best bargain 
he can for them ( Denig 1969:112-113). 
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provisions (Milloy 1988:77-78; Mandelbaum 7979: 106-1 7 O). The chief also was 

expected to provide for visitors and to provide gifts for the Give-Away 

ceremonies. The chief served an important role in the exchange of goods within 

the comrnunity. 

The chief s position was the highest position within the band in terms of 

both status and responsibility. The title could be passed to a chiefs worthy son, 

with family support, but the position could also be attained through amassing 

individual status (Mandelbaum 1979: 224-225). The path to the position of chief 

was ciearly defined for Plains Cree men. A boy would after his first raid be given 

the title of a "worthy young man", then be invited after a time to participate in the 

okihcitawak or warrior's society. A man's war record situated his status and rank. 

A young man who had distinguished himself at battle could rise to war chief and 

later assume the position as band chief. A chief was required to have 

distinguished himself in battle. Even ranking among other chiefs and headmen 

was determined primarily by war exploits (Milloy 1988:76; Mandelbaum 1979: 

108). 
Generosity among the Plains Cree and most Plains lndians was a basic 

value from which individuals could acquire status by publicly "giving away" their 

resources. Men who were seifless and put the welfare of the band above their 

own personal interest or that of their relatives would be invited into band 

societies referred to as pkihciwak or worthy men. They served as a group in 

appointed capacities in regulating hunting, civil roles, such as policing the camp, 

and occasionally military functions (Mandelbaurn in the Plains Cree Conference 

1975: '!O). The Cree word okihcitawak 
* * 

(the plural form of pkihciwak) has been 

poorly translated as Warrior's society (Cuthand in Proceeding of the Plains 
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an okrh~tawak giving selflessly to al1 his band rnembers. 

The leadership requirements for a traditional chief included an 

established mihtary record, an ability to accumulate personal and family wealth, 

and community status that valued an individual's skills in public speaking and 

diplomacy, and displaying appropriate generosity. A man with a large family 

could generate the support of his relatives and thereby have the aggregate 

wealth needed to qualify as a band chief. Wealth was required by chiefs as they 

had fulfilled a lead role in reciprocal exchanges of goods among band members 

and allies. 

Cree oral tradition recognizes a difference between two types of leaders. 

A traditional leader is referred to in the Cree language as an okimow; a leader 

appointed by outsiders is referred to as okimokan or a "toy" leader. The 

okirnokan emerged from outsiders such as European traders, who encouraged 

the development of outside leaders, who became known as trading chiefs 

(Rogers 1965: 263-284). The changes among the Plains Cree leadership were 

noted by Mandelbaum: 

The Hudson Bay disturbed the pattern of chieftainship in some 
degree. When a group arrived to trade at the post, the 
factors customarily presented the chiefs several barrels of 
whiskey and a large amount of trade goods to distribute 
among his followers. Thus it becarne a matter of some 
importance to be recognized as  a chief by the Company. 
Since the traders favored the peaceful industrious trappers 
and discouraged the aggressive troublesome warriors, 
in late years certain chiefs arose whose war achievements 
were not particularly outstanding (Mandelbaum 1978: 108). 

Europeans influenced a new model of Indian leadership based on the 

type of community that confirmed the recognition of leadership. The traditional 

model of leaders, refered to by the Cree as okimow, were described as "inside" 
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own lndian communities and were selected based on the traditional notions of 

leadership. The new model of lndian leadership developed by the European 

traders described as "outside" or okimokan leaders received their recognition 

from non-lndians because of particular skill sets that the outside European 

leader preferred. Both types of leaders existed throughout the fur trade to treaty- 

signing. 

The governrnent treaty negotiators depended on the fur traders to 

establish contact with lndian leaders to negotiate treaties on the prairies. A chief 

who was regarded with high standing among traders was valued as central to 

negotiations while a leader who was not active in the trading was given very little 

or no input into treaty negotiation (Tobias 1986:242). 

In 1879, just following the signing of Treaties 4 (1 874) and 6 (1 876) in 

Saskatchewan, the traditional chiefs had to decide where to select their reserve 

lands. Chiefs Little Pine and Big Bear were determined to create a large lndian 

homeland in the Cypress Hills area in contemporary south-western 

Saskatchewan. To reduce their influence, Edgar Dewdney, the lndian 

Commissioner reestablished an old Hudson's Bay Company practice of 

recognizing any adult male as chief of a new band if he could induce 100 or 

more persons to recognize him as leader (Tobias 1991 :216). 

lndian leadership became less defined as the Canadian government 

began to influence the developrnent of a new style of inside leadership through 

the imposition of the Jndian Act (1869) and its election regulations. The J n d i a  

Bçit dictated the election of chiefs and councils and delegated to the lndian agent 

the power to dispose of Chiefs who they considered immoral or incompetent 

(indian Act, 1884) . Most of the bands during the turn of the century still had 
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once these leaders died, lndian Affairs officials did not encourage the bands to 

elect new chiefs: 

The Cree were to be kept leaderless, and were not to be able to use 
any group or person as spokesman with non-lndian authorities. Thus 
chief and councils disappeared on most reserves by 1900. Ottawa 
wanted the government farm instructor, or the lndian Agent, to be the 
only person to whom the individual lndian shouid look in the position of 
leader or spokesman. At no time was the agent or the farm instructor 
to deal with any organized faction or group; he was to deal only with 
individuals (Tobiaç 1986: 246; NAC RG 10, reel C-10103 vol 3584, 
files 1 130 and 1 130-1 B; reel C-101 'i 8 vol. 3671, file 10,836; 
reel C-10126 vol. 3720, file 22,897; reel C-8532 vol. 6809, 
file 470-2-3 vol. 1 1, part 4; reel C-1 O1 64 vol. 3939 file 3941. 
CSP, 30 Victoria, 1887, No. 6, p. 109; 52 Victoria, 1889, No. 16, 128) 

The rationale for the departmental attitude is illustrated in this passage: 

Experience has shown that the greatest progress has been 
made among lndians who have no chief as the Indian's idea 
of a chief is a man who will advocate the continuance of 
their old customs and traditions in place of the introduction 
of modern ideas and customs (NAC RG 1 O, reel C-10103 
vol. 3584, files 1 130; reel C-10164 vol. 3939, file 3941, 
W.M. Graham to the Secretary of lndian Affairs, May 2, 1922). 

Many reserves in southern Saskatchewan did not have chiefs once their 

Treaty-signen had died. For example, there was no chief for the Peepeekisis 

reserve from 1908 to 1938 (SAB , Mrs. W.B. Clipsham collection, Alex Brass 

reminiscence, no date). 

By 1939 with the outbreak of World War II, lndian Affairs reversed its 

poiicy on Indian leadership and allowed elections of a chief and council system. 

The elected chief and counciilors experienced great difficulties being without any 

authority as they were strictly under the control of lndian Affairs officials. The 

band councils produced few accomplishments under this system, and often 
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lndian agent served in the imposed role of the de facto chief and benevolent 

despot for most reserves in southern Saskatchewan until the 1960s. 

The post World War II era encouraged the continuing role of outside 

leaders who played a mediating role between non-lndians and lndian 

communities. This category of lndian leaders were those of the newly created 

lndian associations in the post-war era. This new class of outside leaders differ 

from the trading chiefs of the fur trade in that either the provincial or federal 

governments becarne the major impetus behind these lndian leaders. One 

example were the leaders who were appointed by the Department of lndian 

Affairs during the mid-sixties to sit on lndian Regional Advisory boards. 

ln 1966, a report on the conditions of Indian people was commissioned 

from Dr. Harry Hawthorn, who lead a team of social scientists to examine the 

circumstances of lndian communities in relation to Governrnent initiatives. The 

report detailed the extreme poverty and desolation among lndian people. It 

marked the beginning of a period when the Canadian public and government 

were increasingly pressed to consider addressing the lndian situation (Weaver 

1993). There were few Indian leaders who were in a position to respond to the 

report's findings. For example, the Hawthorn report included the statement: 

lndian organizations have not yet developed to the point where 
they can be relied on as representatives of the views 
of lndians either regionally or nationally 
(Hawthorn 1967:382). 

Historian Robert J. Surtees observed in 1971 that it was the impression 

within the larger society that lndian advocates lacked organizations as effective 

pressure groupç, and therefore, the causes of the lndian problem were attributed 

to individual and community shortcomings, such as illiteracy, poverty and 
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paramount reason why Canadians never listsned to the concerns of lndians prior 

to the sixties (Surtees 1971 :82). Palmer Patterson, in his book The Canakm 

Indian: A Historv Since ?50Q, also viewed the formative stage of lndian 

associations as problernatic recognizing that they were limited by the poverty 

levels of most communities and the shortage of effective leaders who had 

credibility among both Indian and the non-lndian communities (Patterson 

Harold Cardinal, an Alberta Cree and one of the major contributors to the 

establishment of the National lndian Brotherhood, attributed the shortage of 

lndian leaders during the period through the 1960s to the concerted effort made 

by the federal government to ensure lndian people could not effectively organize 

themselves: 

It was not until 1951 that the government removed from the 
lndian Act sorne of the restrictions preventing Native 
political development: the right of lndians to organize 
outside their reserves, their right to leave reserves 
without getting permission from their lndian agent, and 
the right of others to help lndians prepare claims against 
the government without legal penalty (Comeau and Santin 
IWO: 1 45). 

The 1927 Jndian Act imposed penalties for anyone soliciting funds from lndian 

people to support an organized grievance or an lndian organization without the 

written permission of the department of lndian Affairs. This section of the & 

remained until 1 951 (Taylor 1984: 1 80-1 82: hdian Act, Section 141, 1 927). 

In 1960, lndian people received full citizenship in Canada by Prime 

Minister John Diefenbaker's government's new Bill of Rights. Provincial 

citizenship was bestowed on lndian people both prior and after the federal 
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people in the North West Tenitories had always voted, as did lndian people in 

Nova Scotia and Newfoundland when they joined confederation in 1949. British 

Columbia also extended citizenship to its lndian people in the same year. The 

rest of the provinces varied greatly in their extension of the provincial vote: 1952 

in Manitoba, 1954 in Ontario, 1960 in Saskatchewan and the Yukon, 1963 in 

Prince Edward Island, 1965 in Alberta, and finally, in 1969 Quebec allowed 

lndian people to vote (Hawthorn, vo1.2, 1967:262;Wotherspoon and Satzewich 

1993: 221 ). 

The extension of the political franchise varied in its impact upon lndian 

people. In some areas, like Saskatchewan, extending the vote was viewed with 

hostility and suspicion by lndian leaders. Saskatchewan was one province that 

was interested in pursuing additional federal transfer payments in exchange for 

offering the services for lndian people that had traditionally been controlled by 

the Department of lndian Affairs (SAB, J. W. Gardiner Papers R-41). Provincial 

politicians were also beginning to view lndian people and their communities as 

part of their constituencies. This period was also marked by the first migration 

from the reserves to the urban areas for many lndian people. The increasing 

contact of lndians and non-lndians captured the attention of church groups and 

social agencies. Non-lndian society recognized the need for lndian leadership to 

address lndian social problems. However, during the sixties there were few 

forums in which lndian leadership was able to emerge that claimed to represent 

an lndian constituency and also had a profile among the non-lndian society. 

The only functioning lndian organizations across Canada during the 

sixties were in the Western provinces and in Ontario. These organizations were 

groups still emerging as explicit political bodies organized for the purposes of 



Manitoba Indian Brotherhood, Indians across the country were being guided 

towards the national goal by Walter Deiter, then president of the Federation of 

Saskatchewan lndians and the founding president of the National lndian 

Brotherhood (Comeau and Santin l99O:l48). These organizations were 

organized with little outside influence and the leaders were selected by the local 

lndian communities. The major hurdle that these inside leaders had to confront 

becarne the outside leaders that were being appointed by the Department of 

lndian Affairs to provincial and national lndian advisory councils (Boldt 1973:84). 

Only since the seventies, with the establishment of the provincial and 

national lndian associations, have lndian people been able to affirm their inside 

leaders and have these leaders recognized by outsiders. However, a new rnodel 

of lndian leadership was constituted as a hybrid of the inside and the outside 

leadership qualities in a new class of individuals. This hybrid leadership model 

carried the inherent weakness of being a balance in service to two very different 

constituencies: one that elects the leader; and the other that provides resources 

to the leader. These &w leaders also face a major dilemma because of their 

constituents: 

In order to satisv the aspirations of his constituents, the lndian leader 
must corne to terms with the containing white society. Their ( Indian) 
srnall numbers, and the apathy that is widespread among the lndian 
rank and file, places the lndian leader in the position that he must gain 
the support of influential liberal elements in white society and effectively 
use this support to achieve the goals of lndian society. But, the lndian 
leader who accomplishes this feat successfully becomes vulnerable 
to the charge that he adopted the ways of the white man and is no 
longer of his own people (Boldt 1973378). 

These leaders were the newly elected representatives of provincial and national 

lndian associations. They represent the new model for the hybrid style of 
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and responsible for acquiring resources but there are small distinctions. 

Band chiefs have the same status as lndian leaders in provincial and 

national organizations but have a limited lndian constituency. They have little 

influence with mainstream society and are a creation of the federal government. 

lndian organizational leaders gained recognition from the various levels of 

government in lndian policy development and were perceived to have broad 

based lndian constituencies, Both the band chiefs and the leaders of the political 

associations remained caught in a series of influences situated in a number of 

historical patterns of British North American colonialism. 

Menno Boldt in his Ph.D. dissertation was one of the first scholars to 

examine the bases of identifying lndian leadership during this period and 

through his surveys described the attitudes of this generation towards equality, 

identity, and political status. His study was conducted from March to September 

1970. Boldt pursued an inductive approach utilizing a combination of "positional 

and reputational" techniques to identify lndian leaders. He first identified 

"positional" or knowledgeable people holding senior positions in various 

institutional sectors that were aware of the lndian situation. He asked a sample 

of these positional people to norninate lndian leaders who because of their 

reputations were seen to have influence over the future political, economic, and 

social structures within which by both insiders and outsiders, Indian people 

would operate. A total of 158 leaders were identified which included status 

Indians, non-status Indians and Metis leaders and al1 leaders receiving six or 

more nominations were considered to be "top leaders." In the Boldt survey, 

Walter Deiter was among the top thirteen leaders with thirteen nominations 

(Boldt 1 973: 1 53). 
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their role for future lndian political development. They had to understand the 

pattern of lndian leadership development to escape further manipulation of 

outsiders. They were not created to serve as inside leaders but were to serve 

the rote as trading chiefs or mediators. Their positions demand certain 

requirements that they share with the historical trading chiefs. Like the American 

Indian leaders, Canadian lndian leaders have as their first qualification the need 

to be able to access resources for their people and to ensure a redistribution of 

the wealth (Cornell 1 988). 

Conternporary lndian leaders operate in an environment dominated by the 

Department of lndian Affairs, who have influenced a Western-European style of 

lndian leadership under their tutelage (Dyck 1991 ). lndian Affairs prefers to deal 

with leaders that have authoritarian and hierarchical styles of leadership which 

facilitates their large bureaucracy and centralized policy rnaking. However when 

lndian Affairs encounters problems at the national policy level the bureaucracy is 

prepared to deal with smaller band authorities whose basis for power rests on 

tribal values and microlevel political dynamics. The dilemma for lndian leaders 

ternains poised between how to find a balance in representing both local band 

authorities and the expected traditional leadership roles based on tribal identity 

versus the constructed pan-lndian approach offered by the political 

organizations they represent. They rnust also recognized the inherent dilemma 

that cornes with being an outside leader that the bulk of their resources were 

influenced and controlled by outsiders and that this fact leads to charges of 

"selling-out" or worse, becoming in practice mere pawns. 

Boldt in his observations provided one key insight into lndian leadership 
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federal government begin to manipulate the style of leadership in what was 

defined as the ruling elite (Boldt 1993: 193 -1 96). Today only lndian leaders who 

are among those individuals that represented their own communities, and who 

are in positions of authority that are recognized by mainstream society through 

the various levels of government and a public sphere of Canadian people are 

accepted into the government policy decision process. 

The notion of providing resources to lndian leadership is a recent practise 

that was coincidentally granted to Indian people by the Department of 

Agriculture in the mid-sixities as part of its initiative to stimulate economic 

development within rural communities under a program known as the Special 

ARDA (Agricultural Rural Development Areas) program. Walter Deiter, as the 

leader of the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians, successfully applied for the 

Special ARDA program and became the first lndian leader to access government 

funds for his organization. This first government grant was allocated by the 

Department of Agriculture, because of lndian peoples' status as a disadvantaged 

Canadian rural minority. The assumption behind the Special ARDA programs by 

Agriculture was based on a Iiberal notion of Canadian society. 

Deiter had caught the Department of lndian Affairs off guard in its 

assumption that only they could have a relationship with fndian people and their 

communities. Deiter challenged the federal government via lndian Affairs to 

address the notion that lndians in Canada have rights both as a disadvantaged 

ethnic group in Canada and collective rights that arise from their special legal 

relationship as defined by the lndian Act and other legislation. 

Walter Deiter grasped that his role, as a leader of a series of new lndian 

organizations, was to balance his leadership position so that both mainstream 
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communities' social and economic positions. Deiter recognized that hdian unity, 

not at al1 easily stabilized, and public support were the only viable means to 

address an agenda of tangible changes in the national policies for lndian 

people. Deiter's approach was to develop, at the grass-roots, provincial and 

national organizations drawing upon band-based constituencies. This approach, 

he believed, provided the necessary balance between inside and outside 

leadership issues. Through these associations and forums, lndian people 

expressed their needs and concerns to outsiders among both to the larger 

society and within various levels of government. 

Deiter recognized that the new hybrid of leadership that was emerging 

under his influence required particular skiils that drew from both traditional 

lndian leadership qualities and those of a trading chief who served as broker 

and gate-keeper between bis people and non-lndians. Deiter's defined lndian 

leaders as those who could be elected by a unified base of lndian constituency 

(chief and councils) and who could serve to represent their people to the larger 

Canadian context in regional or national levels. 

Walter Deiter assumed his leadership roles during the mid-sixities at a 

time when the federal government, through the Department of lndian Affairs, 

continued to exert a neo-colonial paternalisrn towards lndian people in Canada 

through its various policies (Dyck, 1991). lndian Affairs during this period wanted 

to appoint outside lndian leaders without connections to any grass-roots lndian 

constituencies. Deiter's legacy was the creation of a model of contemporary 

lndian leadership exemplifieci in his forums which connected lndian people, via 

Chief and councils and lndian organizations, to mainstream Canada. The 

approaches and strategies used by Deiter were grounded in his belief that only a 
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one of self-determination. 

As the lndian political institutions continued to evolve into increasingly 

more mature political institutions, Deiter continued to influence the defining 

parameters of lndian leadership. For example, his last efforts involved a major 

critique of lndian leaders who, he felt, had strayed too far from the traditional 

definitions of an lndian leader. To Deiter, the primary criterion of an lndian 

leader was an authentic display of the traditional qualities, foremost of which 

were selflessness and generosity to his constituents. 

Walter Deiter was not a prolific writer or a strong orator. There were few 

documents that carried his name as author. His strength, however, was his 

ability to make lndian people believe in themselves and in their own 

self-determination. His basic strategy was to empower Indian individuals and to 

inspire them with the belief that changes for lndian people were possible if they 

worked together and stood by one another. Many individuals were inspired over 

cups of coffee in small groups or one on one by his determination that changes 

had to be made and that lndian people were not to be kept powerless any 

longer. His legacy was to create a distinct context for contemporary lndian 

leadership exemplified in his use of forums which connected lndian people to 

mainstream Canada. 



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

lndian political biographies are being written in this decade in response to 

the need for Canadians to understand how Indian issues have ernerged as a 

significant sector of the Canadian political spectrum. The 1990 Oka crisis in 

which the Canadian Army played out its role to address an outstanding land 

claim of the Mohawk people, and the continuing focus upon lndian 

self-government have contributed to a growing demand from the Canadian 

public to understand lndian people and their leaders. Consequently, the political 

biography of Aboriginal Canadians has emerged as a new genre within 

Canadian biographies that focus upon the political activities of Aboriginal 

leaders in their endevour to influence the nation state of Canada. 

Until recently, there have been no biographical treatments about 

contemporary lndian leaders which provided detailed insight into the processes 

of modern historical lndian political development. Selecting biography as a 

method of study provides a means to reconstruct the emergence of lndian 

political development through a thorough examination of both the background of 

an Indian leader and their motivations and approaches to advance the lndian 

cause. 

Biography as a method is defined as the history of a Iife of an individual. 

Often considered as a branch of literature, biography contains three principles: 

one, that a biography is expected to be historically accurate and depict a person 



in relation to their times; second, it is about an individual with al1 the gradation of 

human character. Finally, it is composed as a branch of literature (Lewis 1965: 

60-64). The biographical treatrnent tries to capture the subject's individual 

contributions and the intellectual present in which they lived and thought 

(Skidelsky 1988:2). 

The qualities of a good biography are identified by Steve Weinberg in his 

recent book about how investigative reporters are changing the craft of 

biography. He suggests that a life should be told chronologically and provide the 

context of the times to help explain the life, recogniring that people are products 

of their times. He also states that a biographer must refrain from using hindsight 

to intrude into the chronology. The biographer should possess a degree of 

empathy for the protagonist and the psychological analysis of the subject should 

be done sparingly. The biographer seeks to explain the complexity of human 

beings and recognize that they are dynamic beings as opposed to flat static 

characters. Able biographers must do complete and exhaustive research on their 

subject, including locating as many primary sources as possible and recognizing 

that verifiable research is central to the task. The biographer needs also to be 

selective to relevant material and be forthright with their readers about any gaps 

that exist. Finally, the biographer has to avoid the trap of interpreting too much. 

A biographer is to reveal descriptively through actions, words, and deeds the 

demonstrated character of the protagonist without spouting irrelevant facts. A 

good biographer writes a good story that shows accuracy, insight, and artistry 

(Weinberg 1 992: 20-35). 

Biographies of lndian people have become an acceptable methodology 

for various disciplines including literature, anthropology, history, and the social 

sciences. The intent of these biographies about lndian people has been to 



articulate the cultural, historical or social dynamics that confront lndian people 

through a case study approach. Since the 1920s, anthropologists have used a 

form of biographical treatment known as "life history" research. Unlike literary 

biographies, the subject of anthropological biography has often been the 

documentation of the lives of ordinary individuals from another culture. These 

Iife histories were constructed to contextualize individuals within their culture 

and societies. This approach first became popular during the nineteenth century, 

in the study of American Indians. Biographies of lndian leaders were popular as 

were the lives of Christianized lndians (Langness and Frank 1981 : 15). 

Most lndian biographies produced by scholars in the United States center 

upon American lndian leaders who suggest cultural limitations on the literary 

forms of biography and autobiography (Brumble 1988; Krupat 1987). 

Subsequently, there are few biographies written prior to the 1970 about 

Canadian lndian leaders. The biographies that were created served as stories to 

examine the cultural and social life of lndian people (Payepot and His Peo& 

told by Abel Watetch to Blodwen Davies 1959; Poundmaker, Norrna Slurnan 

1967;lXmgaMani: Walkina Buffalo of the Stonies, Grant MacEwan 1969). 

These biographies, however, offered stilted characterizations which awkwardly 

conveyed a selective history and culture of a particular lndian group through the 

perspective of one individual. lnsight into the personality and motivation of the 

central character was necessarily incomplete. For example, the biographies 

about Payepot and Walking Buffalo contained an obligatory discussion of tribal 

origins and the belief system of their tribes, but this was often disconnected 

leaving the subject's beliefs and philosophies unexplored. These biographical 

treatments usually concluded with staternents about the value of the brotherhood 

of humankind. 



The biography about Chief Poundmaker was presented in a dramatic 

style and relied heavily on archival and oral history. Sluman relied on Cree 

people to provide the idioms and cultural perspective which contributed to the 

authenticity of the story's details. However, this treatment was presented as a 

semi-fictionalized work using dramatic dialogue without sources which makes 

the validity of story as a biography difficult to accept. 

lndian biographies produced during the 1970s are best exernplified by 

Hugh A. Dempsey (1 972, 1978, 1980, 1986); his works have evolved closer to 

the norm of a literary biography. Dempsey, the son-in-law of Senator Gladstone, 

an Alberta lndian leader, interacted with many early lndian leaders. His 

interaction with Indian leaders is reflected in his biographical treatments of 

lndian leaders as he portrays them as not only products of their culture but also 

as human beings with motivations, personality and initiative. Dempsey, a former 

journalist and later historian and activist wrote his first biographies on non- 

lndians and later applied his approach to individual lndian people. 

Hugh A. Dempsey's series of biographies about nineteenth and early 

twentieth century Indian leaders followed a detailed reconstruction of the 

historical forces which confronted lndian leaders in the past. Dempsey set a new 

standard using a combination of both archiva1 and oral historical information. His 

biographies reflected persons steeped in their traditions and challenged to rive 

within the narrow option of reserve Iife while craving a return to the freedom of 

their past lives (Charcoal's World 1978; Ba Rear 1984; Red Crow 7980; and 

Crowfoot 1972). Dempsey wrote more strictly as a biographer in his approach to 

recreate these individuals' lives based on available evidence. Unlike Norma 

Sluman in Poundmaker, Dempsey did not invent his facts but interpreted al1 

available material about his subject melding the detail into a compelling story. 



Dempsey's treatment about Big Bear formulated an excellent model ot a Indian 

political biography that achieved a high standard of historical and cultural 

accuracy, while at the same time described an lndian leader who was portrayed 

as a human being confronted by changes and who responded making difficult 

decisions as a rational human being. Dempsey in his biography on Big Bear 

provided insight into the complexity of issues confronting lndian leaders during 

the era of Treaty negotiations and the motivation and actions of one leader who 

strategically tried to influence more positive changes for his people during a 

rnost difficult period in their history. 

The strength of this biography is derived from a series of interviews taken 

from relatives and contemporaries of Big Bear. This combination of detail drawn 

from oral history and his reliance on historical documents enhanced his 

biography of Big Bear gave a more accurately reconstruction based on the 

combination of the known and newly discovered facts. Despite Dempsey's 

attention to strive for an accurate and cornplete study of Big Bear, he did not 

abrogate his responsibilities as an historian and biographer. Dempsey avoided 

the great danger of many biographers to over-identify with their subject- 

character, which often turned the biography into a polemical or romantic 

apology. The biographer also can become the crusader determined to right the 

injustices done to his character or to promote the character's historical 

contribution. The result without balanced historical research is reduced to a 

biography into a selectively incomplete story of what actually occurred in the 

protagonist's life (Lewis 1965:60-64). 

Since Dempsey's initial contribution, there has emerged a stream of other 

biographies and autobiographies about Canadian lndian people. However, most 

of the recent writing was driven by a sensitivity to hear the "real" or more 
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without regard to issues of accuracy and evidence. lndian biography has been 

particularly influenced in an uncritical reliance upon only oral history accounts, 

rather than a collaborative exhaustive search and evaluation of al1 sources of 

evidence including oral accounts. 

Writings that rely heavily on the memories of individuals have become 

characterized as oral histories. Oral history is the reminiscences or eyewitness 

accounts about events and situations which occurred during the lifetime of the 

informants (Vansina I98S:V) .  Oral history is both a product in the form of a 

corpus of memory-based accounts and methodology in the f om of the 

documentation process.-for traditions and memories. The problem of relying 

solely on oral history is the limitations of an individuals' memory. While memory 

can be highly accurate; it is also selective, fragmentary, and subject to a range 

of influences. Oral history has a place as a primary source for biographers as 

can contribute to a collaborative richness for more definitive description and 

interpretation of recorded events. The range of issues about how it becomes a 

text and how careful it must be treated also is methodologically complex ( Briggs 

1986; Frisch, 1990). 

Writers describing lndian individuals in Canada have taken the route of 

using an uncritical oral history approach rather than developing forrnal 

biographies as defined above by Weinberg (1 992). For example, the recent 

biographies of John Tootoosis and George Manuel rely heavily on orafly 

transmitted historical information and not other forrns of evidence to frame their 

treatments. The intention of the writers emphasizes the importance of the lndian 

perspective, however, the resulting stories are incornpiete and fall short of the 

expectations of a biography described earlier in the chapter. These treatments 



are oral histories about the leader related by loved ones ana are not 

comprehensive contextual biographies as they are presented. They provide only 

an eyewitness account of events usually limited to one perception and emotional 

experience. As oral histories, they are also subject to the limitation of selective 

memory. 

John Tootoosis's biography written by Norma Sluman and John's 

daughter, Jean Goodwill, offerred a limited presentation of John Tootoosis 

through the eyes of his family members. This biography was constructed from 

the memories of loved ones and relied on few other sources such as historical 

documents on John Tootoosis and the organizations in which he had influence 

which are available at the Saskatchewan provincial archives (SAB, T.C. Douglas 

Papers and J.W. Gardiner Papers). Using only memories of loved ones created 

a problem of being able to accurately reconstruct the activities of Tootoosis and 

interpret the influence of his leadership. 

The book about Tootoosis is hard to categorize as a fully developed 

biography as defined by Weinberg (1 992). The first half of the book is not 

directly about John Tootoosis but is about his ancestors. Part one of the book 

focused on the era from 1870 to 1900 and centered on the prelude to treaty and 

the Cree people's involvement with the 1885 Saskatchewan Rebellion. A 

biographer believes in the notion of a life as the basis for a narrative; a story that 

begins at birth, moves on to a middle part and ends with the death of the 

protagonist (O'Neil 1935:16). Biography seeks to convey the feel of an 

individual's experience. A focus on the protagonist's ancestors necessarily 

relate the individual's motivation and his environments but the focus of the 

biography is to remain with those factors which help to shape the protagonist. 



The historical description use in part one of John Tootoosis's biography is not 

clearly connected to Tootoosis's personal story. 

The second and third part of the book turned to the detailed .life story of 

John Tootoosis. The source material however is incomplete, drawing from oral 

histories of select individuals and documents in the Department of lndian Affairs 

records. The resulting work did not do justice to the full contributions of John 

Tootoosis as an lndian nationalist and his cultural importance in the 

developrnent of contemporary lndian political thought. 

John Tootoosis would be classified by Cardinal as a genuine hero of 

lndian political developments but was not a contemporary leader. Tootoosis 

operated on volunteer basis during a period when lndian political aspirations 

were suppressed and in which he often found himself travelling with little money, 

and often with no pass to travel, as required from the lndian agents (Slurnan and 

Goodwill, 1982: 167-8). In i 946 Tootoosis became president of the Union of 

Saskatchewan lndians and during that same year, he was threatened with 

excommunication by the Catholic church for encouraging lndian people to speak 

out against the injustices that surrounded them (Ibid: 191). Tootoosis continued 

to serve as the president of the Federation of Saskatchewan lndians in 1959. He 

was a strong contributor to the evolution of Indian 

political development in his quest to promote and protect lndian treaty rights. 

Despite his leadership strengths, he faced limited success in transforrning the 

Federation into a strong unified voice for al1 Indian people in Saskatchewan. 

Contemporary lndian leaders have also been approached by their 

biographers using this sarne treatment as oral histories rather than a solidly 

researched biography. The biography on George Manuel, a former president of 

the National lndian Brotherhood, written by Peter McFarlane follows in the 



tradition of Sluman and Goodwill. This work entit led,Bttierho~d to Nê_tIonhooa 

Geors  Manuel and the Mama of the Modern lndian Movement lacks in 

distance and historical accuracy. McFarlane falls into the same approach that 

was used to write the biography on John Tootoosis; that is a heavy reliance on 

oral interviews which tend to shape the writer's interpretations and distance in 

constructing the biographical material. The most glaring example of the lack of 

historical accuracy of this biography is found in reference to a national meeting 

in which the delegates selected Manuel as Chairman. The passage reads as 

It is a measure of George Manuel's stature in the lndian 
comrnunity that when the five-day national conference 
opened on the morning of April28 (1 969), the forty lndian 
delegates from across Canada chose him, and not the 
provisional NIB president Walter Dieter(sic), as their 
chair (McFarlane 1993: 106). 

Had McFarlane taken the time to read the minutes of this conference, he would 

have noted that Walter Deiter was not even present at this meeting as he was 

attending the funeral of his child (Verbatim Report of the National Conference on 

the lndian Act, April 28-May 2, 1969, Ottawa). By his failure to review available 

documentation, McFarlane mis-represented the political dynamics of this critical ' 

election. 

McFarlane also implied that the 1969 White paper policy was a factor in 

replacing Manual for Deiter as the president of the National lndian Brotherhood 

(NIB) and as the leading figure in the fight to denounce the proposed termination 

policy (McFarlane, 1 W3:I 07). In fact, Manual played a very minor role in the 

campaign against the White paper policy. Deiter as the Chief of the NIB took the 

CO-ordinating role of a national strategy to muster opposition to the proposed 

policy while Harold Cardinal of the Indian Association of Alberta developed an 



ottensive position. By August 1970, the Prime Minister withdrew the policy and 

conceded to a consultative process with lndian leadership. Manual's opportunity 

for national leadership did not occur until August 22, 1970. McFarlane also cited 

the founding meeting of the NI0 as December 1967 (lbid:98) which a cursory 

review of the media of the day would have revealed the dates as December 

1968. Historical accuracy is a basic requirement of a biography. By not relying 

on the historical record, McFarlane reduced this biography to an eulogy of 

George Manuel based on the stories of his loved ones. 

Roy MacGregor's 1989 biography on Chief Billy Diamond is fresh in its 

biographical style as it balanced the cultural dynamics of Diamond as an lndian 

and his poltical actions as a leader of the James Bay Cree. This biography is 

related in a journalistic style and captured the personality and world of an lndian 

leader in conternporary Canada. The work centered on Diamond as an influential 

lndian leader and reflect the dynamics of political choices and challenges that 

face lndian leaders. The work is a balanced character sketch of a modern lndian 

leader in which al1 the focus of the work reflected the personality, motivation, and 

conflicts of Billy Diamond. However, Diamond was limited in his sphere of 

influence rnostly to his own constituents within the James Bay area of northern 

Quebec. 

a. The Man Rehind the Mask by Ronald Cross and Helene 

Sevigny is an assisted-autobiography on a contemporary Mohawk, Ronald 

Cross. Ronald was a prominent figure in the 1990 Oka crisis in which he used 

the code name Lasagna. This autobiography examines the media's perceptions 

of the 1990 events and personalities and compares them to the oral testimony 

provided by Cross. There is some biographical treatment of Cross but for the 
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eyes of an lndian participant. 

The biography on Elijah Harper by Pauline Comeau is a recent example 

of lndian political biographies. This biography centers on the political action of 

Harper during the intense Meech Lake debate. Harper was a member of the 

Manitoba legislature and was responsible for the demise of the Meech Lake 

accord in 1990. This accord was designed to bring Quebec into the Constitution 

as a distinct society while strengthening the powers of the other provinces. 

Aboriginal leaders were concerned that the accord would erode federal 

protection of lndian people and that Aboriginal people also required the 

constitutional protection of their distinct society. The successful passage of 

Meech Lake depended on the full support of the Manitoba legislature. Harper as 

the sole Aboriginal member of the Manitoba legislature was successful in 

blocking the Accord. His political actions challenged the federal government's 

vision of a new order for Canada. 

Corneau's treatment of Harper's biography drew from oral testirnonies and 

documentary evidence. The result was a comprehensive account of the political 

events that surround Harper and his ultirnate challenge to defeat the Meech 

Lake accord. The biography portrays Harper with the complexities of a leader, 

who happens to be a status Indian, and how that influenced his decision 

regarding Meech Lake. Harper was a member of the legislature of Manitoba, 

and thus served a mixed constituency of lndian and non-lndians in his 

leadership role. While Harper is clearly an lndian hero for his position, he would 

not fall into the definition of an lndian leader who has been elected by a unified 

base of Indian constituents to represent lndian political aspirations. 



I he discussion above illustrates in detail the strengths and weaknesses 

of the political biographies written to date about national Canadian lndian 

leaders which are underdeveloped both in scholarship and critique. These 

biographies tend to be more orally transmitted and transcribed accounts about 

lndian leaders which rely heavily on the anecdotal perspectives of friends and 

families. The rationale for this approach is often the result of the writer's need to 

ensure that the Indian's perspective is accurately and sympathetically portrayed. 

An lndian political biography is more than just a story of an individual or 

the ethnographic history presented through a case study or specific historical 

treatment. lndian political biographies must pass the test of historical accuracy 

using both the documentary records and orally transmitted accounts, and the 

biographers have a responsibility to interpret the range of available facts in a 

way that demonstrates that lndian leaders are rational intelligent human beings 

with al1 the complexities that mark a personality in positions of responsibility. 

The challenge of an lndian political biography is to reflect the cultural and 

historical background of the leaders without becoming reduced to an 

ethnographic case study, and to explain individual contributions to the political 

developrnent of lndian people. Ethnographic information should form a link to the 

leader acting as a window into those forces which influence an individual's 

beliefs or personality. Ethnohistory also serves the purpose to depict culturally 

influenced history reconstructing the perspective of the participant. This 

approach to lndian political biographies provides the general reader with the 

information needed to observe the character within his own world. 

Political biographies involve the study of the specific individuals and their 

political behaviour that affect the formation of public policy of their nation state. 

lndian political biographies are unique in that their political activity involves both 
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lndian governrnent. lndian political biographers relate the lndian leader and their 

influence within both the larger Canadian framework and within their own lndian 

comrnunities. 

This biography examines the political life of an lndian leader but also 

inchdes an examination of the criteria of hdian leadership and a review of 

biographical treatments of lndian leaders. 1 introduce Walter Deiter by framing . 

the defining parameten of an lndian leader sa that the reader will be able to 

appreciate Deiter's contributions to the development of lndian leadership. 

Previous biographical treatrnents of lndian leaders were also explored to 

demonstrate that lndian leaders' biographies necessarily to address the political 

impact of the lndian leader both in the larger Canadian frarnework and within 

their own lndian communities. 8 

Biographical rnethods, such as the studied use and a review of a 

collection of personal-life documents. stories, media accounts, and narratives 

have been used to reconstrucf the Iife of Walter Deiter. To address specifically 

the problems of distancing and interpretation that enter into writing about my 

father, I relied heavily upon documentary evidence to reconstruct the actual 

dates and facts in a manner that allow the reader to draw his or her own 

conclusions about his political influences and motivations. I also sought out 

opponents as well as supportors, in documentary sources and in informal 

interviews. One major opponent, who shall remain unnamed, was asked to enter 

a conversation to discuss my father's career during the time they were in direct 

opposition to one another. This person choose not to discuss this with a 

daughter of Walter Deiter. Unfortunately 1 was forced to relying on this man's 

public staternents and writings to understand the range of prespectives. 
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flooded basement, however, surviving records of the Indian-Eskimo Association 

were available at the Saskatchewan lndian Federated College. The 

Saskatchewan Indian Cultural Centre library also has vertical files on the 

National lndian Brotherhood and the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians. I also 

received from the family rny father's surviving personal papers and that of my 

aunt's Eleanor Brass. Severaf other oral histories in the form of interviews were 

collected for purposes of verification of specific details. 

The rnethods used to examine the life of Walter Deiter have included the 

studied use of personal-life documents, stories, media accounts, and narratives 

to reconstruct his life, but also included is a review of the impact that Deiter 

made both within his own community and that of the larger Canadian political 

society. This biographical treatment reflects how Deiter's individual personality 

and leadership strategies allowed him to make an individual difference both at 

the levles of Canadian policy making and in developing lndian government 

structures. The actions of Deiter served as a prism to examine how lndian 

people emerged from Canadian colonialism and moved to accept the challenge 

of self-determination. The context for change had long existed but it required a 

motivated individual lndian leader to act as a catalyst to start the process. 



CHAPTER 4 

FORMATIVE INFLUENCES 

Walter Deiter was born on the Peepeekisis reserve in southern 

Saskatchewan in 191 6. His father was of mixed ancestry of Cree and Dutch 

ancestry; his mother was of Saulteaux background. He was bom during an 

oppressive era for lndian people within Canada. The Canadian government was 

actively irnplernenting a policy of assimilation and detribalization towards lndians 

across Canada. This policy suppressed lndian traditional life and tried to replace 

Indian values with those of the Europeans. This policy had not changed much 

behveen 1885 and 191 6. Deiter was raised on the reserve and was exposed to 

the oppression exercised by the lndian agents and heard the concerns of 

lndians about their treaty rights and the many unfulfilled obligations. 

Deiter was the direct descendant of hereditary Chiefs on his paternal 

side. Although heredity had no formal influence in acquiring leadership, family 

connections often influenced the choice of individuals to be leaders (Fraser 

1 963: 16; Milloy, 1988: 77-80; Mandelbaurn 1979: 1 06-1 10). Deiter's ancestor 

was Chief Many Sitting Eagles or Legions of Eagles who led a large mixed band 

of Plains Cree and Saulteaux people; their territory extended from the 

Touchwood Hills to Fort Pelly and to Winnipeg where he made trade (David 
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Eagles' son, Red Fox, was also a prominent Chief and was observed by H.Youle 

Hind as being the leading man for his people in the 1850s (Hind 1860; Fraser 

1963:7). The sons of Red Fox, Pasqua and Okanese, took portions of their 

father's bands into treaty. Chief Okanese signed an adhesion to Treaty Four in , 

1875 and settled in the File Hills area in 1879. The band was described by David 

Mandelbaum as being from among the lower Plains Cree who inhabited the 

Qu'Appelle area and ranged from the Crooked Lakes west to the Cypress Hills 

(Mandelbaum 1979: 9-1 O). Chief Okanese left no sons but had daughters that 

were married to Pimotaht, Buffalo Bow, and a Dutch-Arnerican named Charles 

Dieter. 

Charles Dieter served as a guide and trader and was adopted into the 

Okanese community with a formal ceremony and given the name 

Kihtchi-moohko-man or Big Knife, which referred to the swords carried by 

American soldiers. He legally married Okanese's daughter whose Christian 

name was Marie. The marriage did not last long and Marie returned to her 

people and shortly after she gave birth to a son named the Little Big Knife with 

the Christian name Fredrick Charles Dieter. Marie's parents, Chief Okanese and 

Red Stone Woman, took Fred to raise as their own. They feared that his father 

would corne for him so they left the reserve going to North Dakota and stayed for 

several months. During this stay, Chief Okanese died and his wife, Red Stone 

Woman raised the young Fred. She returned to the reserve after the 1885 

Saskatchewan rebellion (E. Brass papers; "The Legend of Dieter Lake", no date; 

Annuity List for the Okanese Band, 1874 -1 886). 

Young Fred Dieter was tutored in the customs and language of his 

people. He had long golden braids and sometimes endured the taunts of other 
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claimed him as their son and his mernbership in the Okanese band was never 

disputed. When he was of school age, Father Hugonnard wanted him to be 

enrolled in the Lebret lndian lndustrial School. However, not much later, one of 

his uncles found out that he could get $20.00 for enrolling any lndian chitd with 

the Presbyterians. Fred Dieter subsequently enrolled in the Presbyterian school 

in Brandon and later transferred to the Regina lndian lndustrial School. In this 

school he learned how to farm and met his future bride Mary-Belle Cote from the 

Cote reserve. 

In 1901, Fred Dieter was invited by William Graham, the lndian agent, to 

join his experiment known as the File Hills lndian Farming Colony. The colony 

located on the Peepeekisis reserve was started in 1901 formulating the model 

for a Canadian lndian farming community. The idea was conceived by Graham 

soon after becoming the Indian agent for the File Hill reserves. He proposed the 

creation of a farm colony on the Peepeekisis resewe to receive select graduates 

of the lndian industrial schools and other lndian residential schools. The newly 

recruited colonists were to be married within the Christian faith, and be willing 

subjects to an explicit strategy to enforce a "civilized" way of Iife that prevented 

any return to the "blanket". The lndian Agency would provide tools, instructors, 

and land required to make them productive farmers. In exchange the new 

graduates had to agree to transfer to the Peepeekisis reserve where Graham 

could directly monitor their progress and where in exchange the colonists were 

expected to abide by al1 rules formulated by Graham. 

The colony's members were selected by Graham from across what 

became southern Saskatchewan and were then added to the Peepeekisis Band 

list with the consent of the original band members. An agreement was signed in 
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allowed the admission of fifty lndian graduates within a twenty year period. 

Nineteen thousand acres of reserve land were granted to the colony with the 

land subdivided into eighty acre lots which were distributed among the students. 

Fred Dieter and Ben Stonechild, both members from the neighbouring Okanese 

reserve, were the first colony mernbers (E. Brass papers, Brief on Protested 

Members by Leo Trelenberg, 1955). 

The recent graduates, then colonists, received loans from the lndian 

Department to begin farming and each were issued a pair of oxen. Authorities 

on agriculture were brought to lecture on aspects ranging from the care of 

livestock to the growing of crops. The colony members received constant 

encouragement from ofkials and missionaries. Colony members, unlike other 

Indians, were allowed to handle their own finances (Sessional Papers, lndian 

Affairs, Vol. XLVI. No.25-1912). The colony members could also purchase 

modern farming machinery by assuming personal debts with the local implement 

dealers which lndian Affairs approved on an individual basis. This practice was a 

complete opposite to the regular lndian Affairs policy for reserve farmers 

elsewhere (Carter 1991 : 179). 

The colony rnembers prospered to the extent that their farms were 

self-sufficient. An extract from a 191 5 report to Fredrick H. Abbott, Secretary of 

the Board of lndian Commissioners, provided a description about the economic 

situation of the File Hills Colony: 

This colony at the end of the fiscal year, 1914, had more than 
2,000 acres in wheat and oats; farm products for the year, 
including hay, amounting to $31,405.00, which, added to 
the earnings of individual members of the colony in wages 
and from other sources, amounted to $37,825.00; being 
$1,220.00 per family, or $326.00 per capita-counting the women and 



accounts ( E. Brass papers, "Keport ot an invesrigarion maue III I Y ir 

under the direction of the Board of lndian Commissioners", 191 5). 

Graham, appointed as the lndian Affairs lnspector, described Fred Dieter 

as one of his most successful proteges. Graham boasted that "Fred was taken 

from a home which is today one of the worst hovels on the reserve and where 

his people were purely lndians in all their habits and do no farming" (Canada 

House of Commons, Sessional Papers, vol. 42, no. 27, l9Oi:l57) but by 1910 

he could report on Fred Dieter's success: 

Dieter has a very nice house, size about 18 x 40 feet, lathed and 
plastered inside and out, nicely white washed and with painted 
roof. He has a nice barn, capable of holding 12 head of horses, a 
full line of other small machinery. He owns 8 heavy horses and 2 
colts. This man has a good wife and she keeps a very clean house, 
and looks after a fine vegetable and flower garden. Dieter has 
320 acres under cultivation, and intends bringing this up to 350 
acres this fall. He has five large granaries and other small 
buildings (Sessional Paper for lndian Affairs, 191 1, vol. XLV 
n0.74-19ll:27-28; lnspector Graham on the ex-pupil colony at File 
Hills for the year ending March, 191 0). 

Fred Dieter married his schoolmate Mary-Belle Cote shortly after joining 

the colony. She was the granddaughter of Chief Gabriel Cote or the Pigeon who 

was a major Chief for the Saulteaux of the Fort Pelly area. Chief Cote had been 

a main negotiator and was a signer of Treaty Four. Cote's band progressed 

rapidly in farming once they settled on their reserve and had developed a 

reptation as industrious and enterprising people (Canadian Sessional Papers, 

lndian Affairs reports, Vol. XVIII, No.3, 1885). His son, McBeth (Cheatum) Cote 

was a medicine man and made a living through trapping. His eldest daughter 

was named Kahseepinate "One with Great Endurance" and was given the 

Christian name of Mary-Belle. His plan for his daughter was to see her carry the 



Grandfather was a Medicine Man", no date). 

Mary-Belle attended the local Crowstand lndian Boarding School and 

later graduated from the Regina lndian Industrial School. She had the distinction 

of being the first bride within the colony (Carter 1991 : 168). The marriage of 

Mary-Belle and Fred resulted in nine children, six sons and three daughters and 

many other foster children. His second eldest daughter, Eleanor, who became a . 

writer in her later years, shared her memories of the File Hills colony in a book 

entitled, I Walk in Two Worlds(1987). In this memoir she reflects upon the Dieter 

family's quality of life within the File Hills colony, describing the new colony as a 

prosperous community that was surrounded by racism. She wrote: 

My father, who was a good farmer and did well financially on the 
reserve, was one of the first people in the district to have a 
new Ford car. He used to corne for me so I could spend weekends 
at home. One weekend, he came in his shiny new Ford, when 
some boys came along and saw me sitting in it. "Get out of that car, 
you dirty lndian !" they yelled at me. 'This is my Daddy's car." I 
yelled back at them. "1 bet your dad hasn't got a car like this." I 
knew they didn't for they were poor white people. They looked 
shocked and walked away (Brass 1987:28). 

Fred Dieter adopted the philosophy that lndian people were as good as 

any mainstream citizen. His philosophy was materially evident in the quality and 

quantity of buildings, and the livestock and produce raised by the colony 

members. However, individual members also retained the Plains lndian value of 

generosity, manifest in helping one another so that their community spirit was 

also strong. By the early 1920s, the File Hills colony boasted its own Boy Scout 

troop, an army marching band, a Woman's Auxiliary club, and active church 

groups which sponsored annual cornmunity picnics, field days, and suppers 

(Carter 1991 357-1 83). 
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defined by the Act and had to abide by the many oppressive provisions 

within it. This form of legalized segregation, with its pass and permit system, 

combined with the autocratic powers exercised by lndian Agent Graham, has 

since led many members to reflect about how they were treated worse than 

children. Fred Dieter in a speech given at the fiftieth anniversary of the founding 

of the Touchwood Hills Band school noted the racial discrimination practised 

against lndians and asked the question why the Department of lndian Affairs put 

dictators over them; "was this to stop Indians from thinking for themselves?" His 

frustration with racism informed his address: 

Once more I go ta a concert to Our indian school. I am met 
by one of the staff. On one side are chairs, in the other 
benches. 1 am an Indian. I have to take a bench. To a white 
man coming in, he is given a chair. You look down the hall 
on one side is the white, on the other lndian . . . For one 
hundred years the lndian has been spun around like a 
blinded child in a game of blind man's bluff. Treated as an 
enemy as first overcome, driven from his lands, negotiated 
with most formally as an independent nation, given by treaty 
a distinct boundary line, he found himself pushed beyond the 
boundary line, negotiated with again, and then set down upon 
a reservation, hatf captive, half protege (E. Brass papers, 
Fred Dieter, Speech 1939). 

lnspector Graham noted in one report that the success of the colony was 

due to the close and constant supervision of the Indian officials and their 

intentional and enforced isolation of the colonists from their elders. It was a 

relationship that the colonists often described as dictatorial and harsh (Brass 

1986: 19). Eleanor Brass wrote that the achievements at File Hills "may be 

attributed to the initiative of the colonists, who were allowed to conduct their own 

affairs," combined with the constant encouragement of missionaries and officials 

( Brass 1986: 66; Carter 1991 :178; ). 
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tarm but the closest Presbyterian lndian residential school was in Brandon, 

Manitoba. 1. Consequently, Fred decided to become a taxpayer by buying land 

in the town of Lorlie, Saskatchewan. He believed if he paid taxes, he could then 

send his children to the local school. The Agent informed him that he was still . 

considered an lndian and therefore had to send his children away to an lndian 

residential school. Fred greatly resented the lndian Act and began to suspect 

that the quality of education that his children were receiving in the lndian 

residential schools was not on par with those in the larger society. The basis for 

this perception was that Fred had attended the Regina lndian Industrial School 

which produced graduates that were cornpetent in blacksmithing, printmaking, 

carpentry and other trades. The school was closed in 1910 due to reduced 

funding. Fred always suspected that the school was closed because the new 

settlers were complaining about being put in the position of competing with 

increased numbers of skilled lndian people. His perception proved to be 

accurate demonstratedhy the Secretary of lndian Affairs who wrote the 

following directive to the principals of the lndian schools in 1904: 

It was not the policy of the department-to design Industrial schools to 
turn out lndian pupils to compete with whites. The schools were 
to produce farmers and housekeepers, not employees and 
servants" (NAC RGI O Reel C-8134 vol. 6001, file 1-1 -1 vol. 1 
Memorandum for the Deputy Superintendent General of lndian Affairs, 
3 October 1904). 

The lndian school curriculums were expected to offer a half day of 

academic training and a half day of farm skills for the boys and domestic skills 

for the girls. The school term was eleven months of the year with the central 

focus to civilize and Christianize the students. The school's main function was to 
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the fernale students into excellent housekeepers who would make good wives for 

the new farmers (Ibid.). 

The grandchiidren of the treaty-signers were the third generation exposed 

to the oppressive laws of the m a n  Act. This generation was psychologically 

affected by the continuing oppression that would neither allow them to live 

culturally as lndians nor could they Iive as the neighbouring settlers; rather they 

had to abide by the JndmBç1 regulations enforced by the lndian agents . Many 

lndian people, exemplified by the File Hills colonists, accepted the detribalization 

policies of the government. In File Hills, there were no Pow-wows; nor were they 

allowed to attend them elsewhere and few members spoke to their children in 

their own lndian language. Many of the members became strongly affiliated with 

one of the Christian churches which also created cornpetitive divisions among 

the rnembers. The File Hills rnembers also emulated a non-lndian lifestyle 

wherever possible, but they were acutely reminded of their particular legal and 

social position in relation with the larger Canadian society. They were the 

peasants of Canada and as such had little control over their own lives or over 

the lives of their children.2 Their entire lives were to be directed by non-lndians. 

There is a story that continues to be told about Mrs. Fred Dieter. When 

she was older and sickly, she was visited by a "white" (sic) missionary who told 

her that she should look fonvard to going to heaven. Grandma Dieter was always 

a gracious and polite host, but the idea of going to a place filled with "white" (sic) 

people led her to say that she would rather go someplace else than be 

condemned to live with "white" (sic) people into eternity (Interview with Walter 

Deiter by author, 1988). 
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their stories. Perhaps his interest was a result of being raised by his 

grandmother. Fred made a point, as early as 1901, of clipping any news items 

about lndians and taking pictures of the File Hills reserve residents. He assumed 

the role of historian for a report prepared by the local school children on the 

Okanese reserve made in 1956. He had a sense that his early experience would 

be important to record for future generations.3 

The lndian Act controlled the lives of lndian people and was a blueprint of 

social control which regulated al1 aspects of an individual Indian's life. This law 

was amended to become increasingly oppressive as settlement in the west 

increased. The Jndian Act was first established with the passage of legislation 

enabling the "Gradual Enfranchisement of lndians and the Better Management 

of lndian Affairs" in 1869. In 1874 an ordinance was passed that extended al1 

laws of Canada into the area once known as Rupert's land. 

By 1884 the hdian Act was amended to reflect a federal government 

policy to detribalize lndian people. This included laws to outlaw lndian 

ceremonies and dances, and provision by which a Chief could be removed from 

office. It also provided for a separate judicial system for lndian people so that 

lndian agents would be stipendiary judges in 1882 and could indict an lndian 

without trial for any infraction of the law (An Act ta further m e n d  the "lndian Act 

1 8 8 K  S.C. 1882, c.30. Section 4). 

In 1885 lndian Commissioner Dewdney issued a decree that al1 lndians in 

the prairie provinces could no longer leave their reserves without the written 

permission of their lndian agent. This pass system relied on the territorial 

vagrancy laws and agreements with the local North West Mounted Police for 

enforcement authority (Barron 1988: 2542; Carter 19858-9). 
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govemment, he campaigned on a promise to continue John A. Macdonald's 

National Policy for Canada. Laurier's campaign promised to increase settlement 

in the prairie west with the intent of creating cash-crop farmers who would buy 

industrial products from the east. The by-product of this policy was to create 

positive policies to encourage settlement and agricultural markets. For lndians in 

the west this also resulted in the loss of reserve lands through forced surrenders 

of reserve lands and the direct suppression of an lndian agricultural market 

through a pass and permit system (Carter 1990: 149-1 58). 

The pass system in place since 1885 was to regulate the movement of 

Indians off their reserves. The permit system was also utilized to regulate lndian 

economic activity. The hdian Act of 1886 required that al1 people trading with 

lndians in the North West Territories be licensed by the Department of lndian 

Affairs. The 1906 Amendments to the Jm&n&t were directed to agriculture: 

39. No person shall buy or othewise acquire from any band 
or irregular band. of Indians, or from other any Indian, any 
grain, root crops, or other produce from upon any reserve in 
the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta, or the 
Territories (Jndian Act 1906, C. 81, s.39). 

This permit requirement made it illegal for lndian farmers to seIl any agricultural 

produce; al1 sales had to go through the lndian agent. This law created anger 

and frustration among southern bands who did not receive cash for their 

produce, but had to accept whatever the lndian agent determined for thern in 

exchange. This permit system survived the major revision of the mian Act in 

1951 and was still in use untii the mid 1960's in Saskatchewan.4 

The Jndian Act also regulated the religious, political, educational, and 
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detribalization policy was implemented depended to a large extent on the 

initiatives and practices of specific lndian agents. In File Hills, the lndian Agent 

William Graham was zealous in his perception that al1 traditional practices 

needed to be outlawed if lndians were to accept progress. He was greatly 

assisted in his goal by local missionaries, especially Father Joseph Hugonnard, 

an Oblate rnissionary of the Lebret lndian Industrial School (Gresko1975: 

163-82). For example, lndian pow-wows were a popular social event for the 

plains tribes, but he singled out and characterized these events as being "the 

hotbeds of lndian immorality and debauchery" (NAC RG 10, reel C-10144 vol. 

3825, file 60,511-1 ; Father Hugonnard to lndian Commissioner, November 

1903). Hugonnard recommended that the Agents be given even more legal 

mechanisms to suppress the pow-wow including favours being refused to 

known dancers. The priest obsewed that one only has to visit the File Hills 

reserves where dancing did not occur and compare them to other reserves to 

understand why dancing should be banned (Ibid.). 

Hugonnard's recommendation was adopted by Duncan Campbell Scott, 

the Deputy Superintendent General of lndian Affairs. In August, 191 5, a circular 

tetter was sent out to al1 lndian agents instructing them to implement the 

fol lowing: 

It is observed with alarm that the holding of dances by lndians 
on their reserves is on the increase, and that those prâctises 
tend to disorganize the efforts which the Department is putting 
forth to make them self-supporting. I have, therefore, to direct 
you to use your utmost endeavors to dissuade the lndians from 
excessive indulgence in the practise of dancing. You should 
suppress any dances which cause waste of time, interfere with the 
occupations of the Indians, unsettle them for serious work, 
injure their health or encourage them in sloth and idleness. It 
is realized that reasonable amusement and recreation should be 
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By the use of tact and firmness, you can attain control and keep 
it, and this obstacle to continued progress will then disappear 
(NAC RG 10, reel C-10145 vol. 3826, file 60,511-1, part 1 ; 
Scott to Agents and lnspectors, August 19, 191 5). 

This circular provided a new interpretation of the M a n  Act, Section 1 14, 1886, 

which outlawed al1 lndian dances and ceremonies in which gift giving and other 

practises were also prohibited (lndian Act. R.S.C. 1 886, c.43, Section 1 1 4). 

Father Hugonnard and William Graham were almost successful in their 

program to banish pow-wows from southern Saskatchewan. No pow-wows were 

held on the Peepeekisis reserve where the File Hills colony was located 

although members such as Fred did attend lndian ceremonies that were held in 

secrecy. The actions of William Graham, the File Hills lndian agent and later the 

lndian commissioner reflected a belief that there was nothing good in lndian 

culture and that lndian tradition had no place in the future lives of young lndian 

people. 

Fred Dieter and 'his conternporaries were the grand-children of the 

Treaty-signers. They are often described as a lost generation as they endured 

particularly dark years for lndian people. They were denied their tribal customs 

and practises to survive under the oppression of the Jndian Act and the 

Canadian Governrnent's agents who resided upon their reserves. They faced not 

oniy an apartheid systern fostered by the enforcement of the m n  Act but also 

endured the psychological oppression of racism. Not much had changed for 

lndian people as the next generation was raised. Amidst this context, Fred Dieter 

had instilled in his children that Indian people could succeed if given the chance. 

Consequently, Walter Deiter did not experience the typical Iife of a prairie 
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reserve that had a strong reconstructed but reified community spirit. 

His parents spoke their lndian language at home but did not encourage 

their children to become speakers, Walter's early life was frarned within the 

disposition that there were two worlds in which lndians must negotiate: an 

oppressive, closed world for lndian people confined to an lndian reserve, lndian 

schools, and supervised by lndian agents which was contrasted to the freedom 

and dignity that came with being a "white" person. 

In the File Hills colony, Walter was raised in a home that was designed 

like small estates with elaborate gardens and barns for livestock. His parents 

were hard workers but were often frustrated by the oppressive sections of the 

lndian Act and specific policies enforced by the lndian agent. At one point, his 

father employed a non-lndian man as a farm hand for $30.00 per month (Carter 

1991 : 168). The Deiter home also had frequent non-lndian visitors, in particular 

the Motherwells. Catherine Gillispe was principal of the File Hills Boarding 

School. She rnarried a neighbouring farrner from Abernathy, W.R. Motherwell. 

He was a member of the provincial legislature and the cabinet rninister for 

Agriculture. The couple adopted a young lndjan girl Cora Starblanket and were 

well liked by the File Hills community. Eleanor Brass also mentions visits to her 

parents home by the Governor General Earl Grey and the Duke of Connaught 

(Brass, 1 987: 1 8-1 9). 

Walter's upbringing set him apart from other lndian people on the prairies 

whose only experience with non-lndian people came from positions of direct 

authority, such as lndian agent, teacher, or missionary. Deiter had an early 

impression, because of his father's interactions with non-lndians, that not al1 

non-lndian people were the same and that his people were hardworking and 
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denied the privileges that came with Canadian and provincial citizenship. 

Deiter remembered as a youth on his father's farm that even to kill their 

own cattle for food required permission from the lndian agent. The agent lived 

on the reserve not far from their home so they would watch to see when the 

lights of his home would go out and know that was the time they could butcher 

their cows. Walter Deiter also spoke the insanity of having to chase down the 

lndian agent al1 over the reserve in order to get hirn to sign a pass for hirn to take 

a sick child to the lndian hospital in Fort Qu'Appelle (Interview with W. Deiter by 

author, 1988). 

Deiter attended the Brandon Residential School and attained a grade ten 

standing. After graduating, he helped with his father's farm. Canada became 

involved in the Second World War by 1939 and recruitment efforts were directed 

at Treaty Indians who responded in large numbers. The treaties negotiations 

inctuded an oral provision that al1 Treaty lndians were exempt from conscription 

into foreign wars, therefore al1 lndian soldiers joined the war effort as volunteers. 

Deiter enlisted and completed basic training. However, when the time came to 

be sent overseas, he tested positive with tuberculosis. He spent the next four 

years in the Fort Qu'Appelle sanatorium. During that time, he took a 

bookkeeping course and met his future wife, lnez Wuttunee from the Red 

Pheasant reserve. 

Walter's wife, lnez Wuttunee, was from a traditional Plains Cree 

comrnunity in which extended family, communal sharing, and the Cree language 

were valued. The Wuttunee family was a very large extended family as the old 

patriarch Wuttunee had two wives and some thirteen children. Their children 

were married into families across the Saskatchewan Plains Cree society that 
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was warmly greeted into the family by her new mother-in-law who valued Inez's 

strong Cree background. Throughout her married life, lnez retained her kinship 

ties to her people, welcorning them into their homes and their [ives (Inez Deiter 

interview by author, 1993). 

After Deiter first years of marriage they moved to Saskatoon. Walter 

worked as a truck driver and lnez tended their five girls at home and worked as a 

"day woman" for non-lndian women to supplement the family income. lnez 

rernembers that when they arrived in the city there were few other lndians in the 

city and that their life was difficult. They never went on social assistance 

because they did not know what it was and besides Deiter was determined to 

make his own living. lnez recalled that both her and Walter felt it important to 

instil a strong work ethic in their children as Walter believed that "you never 

accept anything without pay and that way you won't be obligated to anyone. He 

had that pride, and he wouldn't take anything for nothing" (1. Deiter interview 

1995) However, alcohol caused many problems during the first six years of their 

marriage, and in desperation, lnez threatened to place her children in an lndian 

residential school if he did not stop. The idea was enough to make Deiter join 

Alcoholics Anonymous (A.) .  At his first meeting he overheard a non-tndian state 

that this Indian would never live sober. This statement made him angry and 

drove him to confront his problem (Ibid.). The year was 1956, when it was still 

not legal for an lndian to consume alcohol. Deiter maintained his sobriety until 

his death in 1988 and closely followed the AA program. 

As a truck driver, Deiter had time to reflect on his community as he drove 

cross-country. Delia Opekokew, a close associate and political protege, recalled 

his political motivations took root during this period: 
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countries and how the new United Nations was endeavouring 
to recognize those aspirations of those people taking 
control over their lives. He thought that was the path 
for lndian people (Interview with Delia Opekokew by author, 
February 3, 1994). 

His first involvement with lndian politics came through his brother-in-law, 

Sam Wuttunee. The Federation of Saskatchewan lndians was having its annual 

meeting in 1958 which included the election to select their new executive. With 

Sam's encouragement, Walter made a bid to serve as leader for the 

organization. He lost against John Tootoosis but his involvement inspired his 

interest in lndian political development (Ibid.). 

In the same year, Deiter and his wife helped to set up the Saskatoon 

lndian Friendship Centre (FSI Past Presidents, n.d.:7). A year later, the family 

moved to Regina and Deiter was employed as the director of the Regina lndian 

Friendship Centre. His primary focus was to establish education programs to 

combat illiteracy among urban lndians. He set up tutoring programs for lndian 

students and together with John Ferguson drew up plans for Adult Upgrading 

programs. 

During the early sixties, Deiter was employed as a truck driver for United 

Van Lines. He was offered a partnership in the trucking business. Although he 

owned his own home in the city, he was told that the Department of lndian 

Affairs would still be required to approve a bank loan for any status tndians. 

lndian Affairs denied their permission. Walter soon after pursued another 

venture demanding less capital; he started his own landscaping business with 

Rodrick Anaskan as his partner. Anashcan was from the Piapot reserve located 

just north of Regina. The sand, gravel, and sod for the company were available 

from the Piapot reserve. The company located work through the extensive 
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hdian Friendship Centre. 

In 1964, Deiter was hired by the provincial government for the 

Saskatchewan Bureau of Alcoholism. He worked with Walter Delarno on various 

lndian reserves promoting sobriety and forming AA groups (W. Deiter, personal 

papers; SAB, Natural Resources, Collection 10, vii R 190.4 Stewart Ross Barrie 

Papers; F.S.I. 1966 Annual Report). He remained active in his own community in 

Regina as he served on the executive for the Regina lndian and Metis 

Friendship Centre (1 965-1 966). The following year, he was appointed to sit on a 

Regional Advisory Board that was established by lndian and Northern Affairs 

suggesting changes to the Indian Act. 

These boards were formed across the country in 1965 to advise the 

Minister of lndian Affairs on policies, plans, and programs. In Saskatchewan, the 

Advisory Board members were selected by bands through the Federation of 

Saskatchewan Indians and recommended individuals were appointed by lndian 

Affairs to serve a threeJyear term (Indian and Northern AfFairs Annuai Report, 

1965-1 966). Deiter may have been a natural choice as he was already elected 

as a board member to a national lndian advisory group known as the Indian- 

Eskimo Association (IEA).6 

In this same year, Deiter again changed jobs with his appointment as a 

special project officer for the provincial lndian and Metis Branch. In 1966, Deiter 

was also elected as the president of the board of directors for the Regina Indian 

and Metis Friendship Centre. He was the first lndian elected to hold this position 

since its inception. This was also the year he was elected as Chief of the 

Federation of Saskatchewan Indians (FSI). The position of Chief was a position 
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a grant for the Federation was approved later that year. 



ENDNOTE: 

1. Walter changed the spelling of his last name from Dieter to Deiter upon 
leaving his parent's home to reflect what he though was the proper 

spelling and pronunciation. 

* . 
2. Sarah Carter's Lost Harvest, Prairie lndian Reserve Farmers and 

ovsrnment Policy (1 99O)concludes the Canadian government's Indian 
farm policies were designed to transform lndian farrners into peasants. 

3. His interest in history was tater shared by his daughter, Eleanor Brass, 
who published two books about their community; j Walk in Two Worlds 
(1 987) and Medicine Boy and Other Cree Tales. (1 9851, 

4. The Federation of Saskatchewan Indians actively pursued a campaign 
to rid Saskatchewan lndian reserve farmerç of the Permit system and 
permission to waive permits was granted by the Department of lndian 
Affairs in 1966 (see page 80 ). 

5. The Wuttunee family lineage included Bear, Dressman, Peyachew, 
Soonias, Sapp, Pechawis, Baptiste, Stone and Ahenakew (Wuttunee, 
Loretta, Elaine, Jobin. Wuttunee Farnily Tree 1994) 

6. See pages 87-89 on history and background of IEA. 



CHAPTER 5 

CHIEF OF THE FEDERATION OF SASKATCHEWAN INDIANS 

There is a history of organized lndian resistance in Saskatchewan that 

started long before with treaty negotiations. Seventy-five percent of al1 treaty 

lndians in the province are descended from the Plains or Woodlands Cree 

heritage. The Plains Cree had traditional alliances with the Assiniboine and the 

Saulteaux. The latter are referred to by the Cree as their relatives. 1 The band 

membership for most southern Saskatchewan bands indicate they are not 

distinct tribal affiliations but result from varying combinations of Cree, 

Assiniboine, and Saulteaux whose historical political alliances extended their 

territories and influence for the benefits of the fur and buffalo trade and mutual 

defence (Peers 1 994; Sharrock 1 974, 1 977). These tri bal ly affi liated bands were 

accustomed to political gatherings and negotiations and by the mid-nineteenth 

century they became related through intermarriage and other alliances. The 

traditional chiefs from these bands met in council for ethno-national business 

and mutual self interests, such as warfare and trade. These evolving traditional 

forms of government contributed to a unified lndian voice in southern 

Saskatchewan that has endured through tirne. 

Following the numbered treaty negotiations in 1874 and 1876, the 

traditional chiefs who had not been present during the actual negotiations 

atternpted to revise the terms of treaty. These traditional leaders, who included 

Chiefs Piapot and Cheekuk in the Treaty Four area and Chiefs Big Bear and 

Little Pine from the Treaty Six area, al1 sought to have these treaties 



carpentry tools, and other items included in a revised treaty. Big Bear and Little 

Pine objected to the subjugation of the Plains Cree to an outside government 

(Tobias 1986: 243-244). Their atternpts to renegotiate the treaty were stymied 

by the 1885 rebellion. Even though very few lndian people participated in the 

rebellion, the federal government used this event to subjugate treaty lndian 

people within the prairies. 

The focus of lndian resistance since the early twentieth century has been 

on the protection of the rights granted under treaty. The treaty rights movement 

arose from the dissatisfaction of elders who had been present at the actual 

treaty negotiations. These elders from southern Saskatchewan sent a delegation 

in 191 1 to meet with the Superintendent General of lndian Affairs Frank Oliver to 

protest the government's detribalization policy. They argued that their land and 

way of life was to be protected by treaty and that they should be allowed to 

select chiefs for their reserves (Tobias 1986:247; Opekokew 1980:32). Delia 

Opekokew wrote: 

In the last months of 5 91 0, several elderly members of the 
Cowesess Band met together to discuss their growing concern 
over the rnanner in which the government of Canada was exercising 
their power over lndian people, and their lands and the way in which 
promises made or implied in Treaty 4 were being violated. 
These men included Louis O'Soup, Zac LeRat, Alex 
Gaddie and Kanaswaywetung, who had been present when 
treaty was made. At these meetings it was decided that some 
protest would have to be made, and accordingly it was 
decided that a delegation of lndians would go to Ottawa to 
discuss these matters with the Superintendent General of 
lndian Affairs, himself . . . By the end of January 1911, Louis 
O'Soup and representatives of Piapot, Cote, Kahkewistahaw, 
and Rosseau River (Manitoba) Bands were on their way 
to Ottawa (Opekokew 1980:32) 



concerns on unfulfilled treaty rights. He also expressed concern about the poor 

quality of education given to lndian people and protested the permit system that 

restricted agriculture. This delegation had little impact on lndian policy but these 

elders organized the first protest movements for lndian people in Saskatchewan. 

The retuming lndian veterans also played a major role in the organizing 
' 

other lndian resistance movements. The first of these movements was organized 

under F.O. Loft, a Mohawk fndian from the Six Nations reserve in Ontario and a 

former Lieutenant in the Armed Forces. Loft established the League of lndians of 

Canada in 191 9 and served as president. At one point, he wrote to indian agents 

in Saskatchewan requesting the names of leaders who were literate in Engljsh, 

and many of the respondents were from Alberta (Cuthand 1991 :382). 

The first meeting in Western Canada was held in Elphinstone, 
Manitoba, in June 1920. Another meeting was held the 
following year at Thunderchild Reserve in Saskatchewan. 
The purposes of these meetings was [sic] to seek strength by 
a united effort to change the suppressive policies of the Indian 
Affairs Branch and to promote the religious freedom and the 
right to travel without passes ( Cuthand, 1991 :383). 

Reverend Edward Ahenakew was elected as the president for Saskatchewan 

and James Wuttunee served as the provincial treasurer. Ahenakew wrote that 

his objective as leader was to strive for equal rights for indian people as citizens 

of Canada (Cuthand 1991 : 383). Ahenakew, an ordained Anglican rninister, was 

considered by some to be ineffective in his leadership: 

Edward Ahenakew worked hard with the League of indians, 
in which he served as president for Western Canada. He was 
also active in the synods of the Angiican church. Not 
aggressive in his approach to rectify the wrongs of his people, 
he was caught between two worlds, and was often more loyal 
to the church (Cuthand 1991 : 383). 

The League held most of its influence among the Cree people of central 
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church superiors to resign as the leader of the League of Indians of Western 

Canada. John Tootoosis, from the Poundmaker reserve, replaced him as the 

League's president. 

Tootoosis had attended the Delmas residential school run by the Cathoiic 

Church. He and his father had been attending the League meetings but as John 

had a good command of the English language, he quickly rose to a leadership 

position. Tootoosis was a strong believer in treaty rights and his first action in 

reorganizing the League was to have its membership reflect the treaty position. 

The Metis in Alberta were included under the membership of the League from its 

inception. Tootoosis took the position that the Metis and lndians were different 

people, with different cultures, goals and problems (Sluman and Goodwill 

1982: 156). His position created tension between the Alberta and Saskatchewan 

delegations, which culminated in a formal division between the two provinces in 

1936 (Ibid.). Between 1936 and 1946, Tootoosis travelled throughout 

Saskatchewan reserves advocating treaty rights and improved lndian policies. 

In south Saskatchewan, the Qu'Appelle valley reserves of Pasqua, Piapot 

and Muscowpetung organized in the early 1920 to defend their lands from more 

surrenders. lndian bands were being coerced into surrendering their title to 

portions of reserve lands to the federal government which in tum, were granted 

to veterans of the first World War. Meetings were held in 1922, 1923, and 1924, 

organized under the leadership of Andrew Gordon from the Pasqua band under 

an association called the "Allied Bands". The Executive members were 

composed of two veterans: Harry Bal1 and Abel Watetch from the Piapot reserve, 

and Pat Cappo and Charles Pratt from the Muscowpetung reserve (Opekokew 

1980:34). In 1928, a delegation was sent to Ottawa to protest the oppressive 
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sought a promise for a Royal Commission to look into lndian administration 

(lbid.). 

in 1933, the Allied bands hosted a conference in Elphinstone, Manitoba 

with delegates coming from eleven southern Saskatchewan reserves and 

several from Manitoba. The name of the organization was changed from the 

Allied Bands to the Protective Association for lndians and their Treaties. Their 

principles were to protect lndian treaty rights and lands and resources, and to 

strive for a better quality of education for lndian people (Ibid.). The concern for 

the protection of treaty rights continued to be the central issue behind lndian 

resistance in Saskatchewan since this period. 

By 1944, a third group was emerging to represent treaty lndians in 

Saskatchewan known as the Association of Indians of Saskatchewan. This 

group was organized by Dan Kennedy, an Assiniboine lndian from the Carry the 

Kettle reserve in southern Saskatchewan with the assistance of a non-lndian, 

Zachary Hamilton, an historian and sympathizer of the lndian cause. Their first 

meeting was held at the Regina exhibition which encouraged lndian people to 

camp in tipis as an educational exhibit for non-lndians. Joe Dreaver, Chief of 

Mistawasis band and a veteran from the World Wars, was elected as president. 

Hector Brass, from Peepeekisis was chosen for vice-president and Hector's wife 

Eleanor (sister to Walter Deiter) was secretary-treasurer (Pitsula nd: 5). 

The Association was composed of individual lndians with associate 

membership offered to non-lndians. The non-lndians included prominent 

individuals such as Lieutenant-Governor A.P. McNabb, who was named the 

honorary president. This partnership between lndians and non-lndians elevated 

this association in the local media and with provincial psliticians. The 
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citizenship. Receiving the franchise was viewed sceptically by lndians as the 

Jndian Act only provided full Canadian citizenship to status Indians if they 

relinquished their tndian status and treaty rights. 

lndian organizations that existed in this period operated through the - 

voluntary efforts of concerned lndian people. Membership in the organization 

was restricted to status lndian individuals from bands within the province that 

paid a nominal membership fee. Non-lndians were allowed to attend meetings 

and could hold honorary executive positions (LeaderPost, 24 July 1944). 

In 1945, the Association ptanned a large provincial meeting in Regina 

with special invitations sent to bands in the Treaty Six area. This meeting was 

held at the Regina City Hall with Premier T.C. Douglas giving the opening 

address. Douglas supported the movement towards lndian unity and encouraged 

another provincial meeting to be held on January 4, 1946. This meeting was 

attended by Chief Dreaver of the Association and Chief John Gambler, the 

president of the Protedive Association for lndians and their Treaties, but there 

were few northern delegates. Chief Dreaver's agenda at the meeting was to 

establish a single lndian organization withimthe province. 

John Tootoosis was still active in the central areas of the province. The 

League of lndians of Saskatchewan had reorganized under the new banner of 

the North American lndian Brotherhood of which Tootoosis was president for 

Saskatchewan. Tootoosis was not present at the initial Association meetings 

organized by Dreaver as Tootoosis was busy organizing his own provincial 

meeting backed by the Catholic church. Their meeting was held a few days after 

the Association's meeting on January 10, 1946 held at the Duck Lake residential 

school. The principal of the school, Father G.M. Lafour, advised the group to 
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operative Commonwealth Federation) provincial government (Pitsula 1994: 140- 

141). 

The CCF government and the Catholics had their own agenda in 

supporting lndian organizing efforts. The Catholics worried that they might lose 

control over the lndian residential schools, while the CCF government wanted 

the transfer payments the province would receive if it were delegated 
. . 

responsibility for lndian people(SAB, J n d i a n m ~  Record Supplement, 

February 1946). 

Premier Douglas was determined to create a single provincial lndian 

organization and funded another meeting in Saskatoon in February 1946. This 

meeting had broad provincial representation and had elections with John 

Tootoosis as president, Ernest Goforth as Vice-president and Gladys Dreaver ( 

the daughter of Chief Dreaver) as the Secretary-treasurer. Tootoosis 

subsequently severed his ties to the North American lndian Brotherhood and 

concentrated on his new role as the leader of the provincially unified lndian 

lobby group. 

By 1947, John Tootoosis was advocating the protection of Treaty rights 

as the new president of the Union of Saskatchewan lndians (Speciaf Joint 

Cornmittee of the Senate and House of Cornmons on the M a n  Act, Minutes of 

the Proceedings and Evidence, 1947). His agenda for the Federation during its 

early years included ensuring lndian veterans received compensation for their 

war time efforts to the same level as the non-lndian veterans, better health 

facilities, and a better education system for Indian children and a voice in the 

administration of their own affairs (-t, 8 January 1945). During this 

period lndian leaders debated the question of whether lndian people should 
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of undermining treaty rights. 

The Federation's organizational structure was based on individual lndian 

membership and relied on the voluntary contributions made by Tootoosis and his 

executive. The new organization came under constant attack by the Catholic 

church, under a new group known as the Catholic lndian League. At this time, 

the Federation was also not recognized by the federal government and endured 

the constant suspicion of being a creation of the provincial government and the 

CCF party. 

In 1959, the organization was reorganized into the Federation of 

Saskatchewan lndians with John Tootoosis continuing as its president. lndian 

organizations during this period confronted two factors that clearly hampered 

their abiiity to operate as an effective lobby group. The major obstacle was that 

lndian people were not considered as either Canadian or provincial citizens. The 

dian Act legislation defined lndian people as having the legal status of wards 

of the federal government. These two factors contributed to the treatment of 

lndian people as subjugated minority that existed in Canada until citizenship was 

extended to lndians in 1960. 

The Federation of Saskatchewan Indians was in serious jeopardy by 

1960 resulting from their brief submitted to the Senate-Commons Joint 

Committee on lndian Affairs. ln the brief prepared by William Wuttunee, an Cree 

lawyer who had lost his lndian status, he implied that citizenship meant Indians 

became taxpayers, which infuriated many lndian people who felt their treaty 

rights exempted them from any taxes (Second Report of the Subcommittee on 

lndian Affairs, April, 1961 ). By 1961 , representatives from two new groups 

appeared before the Subcommittee on the lndian Act in 1961. One witness was 
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representing bands in Battleford, Meadow Lake and Shellbrook area. This group 

opposed the F.S.I. position on the approval of liquor consumption and provincial 

voting rights (Ibid). The other group was the Qu'Appelle lndian Advisory Council 

that represented eight reserves in the Qu'Appelle area who also opposed to the 

Federation's position represented by Wuttunee's brief (Ibid.). In 1961, David 

Knight was elected Chief of the Federation serving until 1964 at which time 

Wilfred Bellegarde assumed leadership continuing untii 1966. 

The Federation was considered by many to have become a paper tiger by 

1962. In the opinion of Malcolm Norris, a Metis leader involved in contemporary 

political organizing at that time, its leaders were self-appointed and lacked 

credible representation: 

The FSl[exists] in name only, without registration of members 
or locals. They were trying to get the various bands . . . to corne 
in as a unit without a plebiscite of the people involved . . . If the 
[new] President, Dr. David Knight, had to appear before a 
Commission of inquiry al1 he could show at the moment are 
minutes of an Executive council. A group of generals without 
an army .-. . All this has taken place under. . . the sponsorship 
of the provincial government who have footed the bill . . . 
(Glenbow Institute: Brady Papers; Malcolm F. Norris 
to James P. Brady, 15, Feb. 1962). 

In 1965, the Catholic Indian League of Canada held meetings on the 

Pasqua reserve with chiefs from the Qu'Appelle valley in attendance. In this 

forum they expressed that no one had heard of the Federation of Saskatchewan 

lndians even though Chief Bellegarde lived only a short distance from them 

(PAC, J.W. Gardiner Papers R- 41, Constituency file). The Federation of 

Saskatchewan Indians had become an inactive organization in the opinion of 

rnany lndian people. 
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compete for its membership with a newly reconstituted Queen Victoria Treaty 

Protective Association and the Canadian Catholic lndian League, and the 

Qu'Appelle Valley Chiefs. Walter Deiter was elected Chief of the Federation of 

Saskatchewan lndians during this year. He assumed leadership of an 

organization with a fragmented constituency that faced increasing competition 

from the Queen Victoria Protectorate Association and the Valley Chiefs. Only a 

handful of Chiefs remained supporters of the Federation, although it had been a 

decade since its initial founding. 

Deiter turned to grassroots organizing and succeeded in recruiting 

increasing numbers of chiefs and councils to rejoin a rejuvenated Federation. 

His appeal was based in the sentiments of the old political alliance of Cree, 

Saulteaux and Assiniboines which historically had worked together against 

common enemies. Deiter, a Cree-Saulteaux, drew upon extended families from 

both tribal heritages. Within these northem plains tribes, there was a strong 

traditional value to support one's relatives. Besides retying on his own nehvork of 

relatives, Deiter also drew the support of his in-laws and their families. His wife, 

Inez's cousin, William Wuttunee, was at that time, the President of the Canadian 

Native Society, a small group that operated in Regina during the early sixties, 

and the first lndian lawyer in Canada which gave him a voice among interested 

non-Indians as an lndian advocate for lndians throughout the 1960s. John 

Tootoosis, aiso a relative of Inez's, frequently came to visit and exchange ideas. 

Deiter's own brothers and sisters married into other reserves, which 

also allowed him a basis to visit in other communities as a relative. Lawrence 

Stevenson, the president of the lndian Catholic League of Canada, was the 

brother of one of his sister-in-laws. Another brother, Wilfred married to Winnifred 
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sister Edna. His brother Mervin was married to Georgina Haywahey, an 

Assiniboine from the Carry-the-Kettle reserve. His oldest brother Harold was 

married to Jessie Cummings from the Little Black Bear reserve. His sister 

Eleanor married a fellow File Hills colonist, Hector Brass, both of whom were 

also active in the Regina Friendship Center and the Canadian Native Çociety. 

Hector and Eleanor Brass both previously served on the executive of the 

Association of Saskatchewan Indians. 

Deiter also relied upon other bases of support as well. He had ties frorn 

his days in the residential schools with lndians from across the province. Gladys 

Dreaver, a former schoolmate, was active in the Queen Victoria Treaty 

Protective Association and offered him her support. He also had strong ties 

among members of the File Hills community and their networks of relatives. As 

the descendant of two treaty signers of Treaty 4, he carried credibility in the 

eyes of lndian leaden as a spokesperson for treaty rights. In addition, Deiter 

became a frequent traveller to rnany lndian reserves through his job with the 

Bureau of Alcoholism. The combination of his education, business experience, 

and out-going personality contributed to his emerging image as a capable and 

future minded Indian. Even with al1 of these assets, the challenge of building a 

strong organization was immense. 

Deiter faced early the fact that there were few lndian leaders within the 

Saskatchewan lndian reserve cornmunities that were comrnitted to the hard work 

of both recruiting supporters and raising finances to create an effective political 

organization. The expense to travel to the geographically scattered reserves was 

always an obstacle. Deiter was however able to continue his employment with 

the province as a special project worker which gave him the resources to travel 
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organizing the Federation. No lndian organizations up to this point ever received 

any operating funds. Beginning in 1962, the Federation received $7500 from the 

provincial government to organize their annual conferences but these 

specifically were not operational funds. (SAB, W. S. Lloyd's Papers, R 61 -4; W. 

Bellegarde to W.Lloyd, April3,I 963). 

Deiter, meanwhile, discovered that organizations among Ukrainian 

and German ethnic groups were receiving grants from the Agricultural Rural 

Development Rehabilitation Administration (ARDA). Consequently, he applied 

for an ARDA grant for the FSI and was awarded $67,000 in 1966. Deiter 

explained his negotiations to attain the new funds: 

. . . After I got to be the president of the Federation, I phoned up 
there and yelled. I said,"Look, you're supporting 39 Ukrainian 
organizations and a couple of German clubs and you're not 
giving the lndians any." He said,"Oh yeah, we're giving seven 
thousand." "Peanuts", 1 told him. 'You c m  keep that damn 
money." It changed the whole attitude of the whole thing, you 
see" (SAB, Sask. Sound Archives Programme, W-Deiter 
interview with M. Dobbin, 1977). 

The grant allowed six field workers to be hired to organize other 

conferences and meetings. This grant marked the first time the federal 

government had awarded funds to an lndian organization in Canada that was 

unsupervised by lndian Affairs (Past Presidents. nd:7). The money did not corne 

from the lndian and Northern Affairs, Canada. With the assurance that the grant 

was renewable on an annual basis, the six community development officers had 

the means to persuade the leaders of lndian bands from across the province to 

join the Federation. 

In the 1967 submission for funds to the province, Deiter stated that the 
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provide essential services. Deiter felt lndian people were the ones best to solve 

their own problems. His own "school of hard knocks" that he had received 

behind the wheel of the large semi-trailers in the 1950s shaped his political 

philosophy of self-determination. The movement for self-determination within 

third world countries who were shaking off decades and centuries of colonialism 

had made him a firrn believer in Indian self-determination. In his travels, the car 

radio brought him in touch with these developments internationally and he saw 

parallels. His political supporter, Delia Opekokew explained: 

He [Walter] thought . . . Our problerns could only be alleviated by 
ourselves and that a system had to be put in place to assist 
people at the community level to identify those needs as 
identified by the community. This rneant that whatever ideas 
people had to improve their lives should be supported rather 
than trying to change them. He saw a cadre of lndian workers 
going back to their communities and assisting in the flowering 
of self-esteem of Our people. No matter how simple and basic 
an idea was it should be supported rather than trying to change 
it. He thought the only way Our people could get back their pride 
and irnprove their lives was through their own recognition and 
identification of a problem and assistance through the workers on 
planning a structure to assist in relieving those problems. This 
in its simple sense was what self-determination meant to him. 
He thought the government's attempt at changing people and 
imposing foreign programs was a waste of time. He was 
against any imperialism. He thought that Indian organizations 
should go into the communities and assist those comrnunities to 
become self-sufficient. He planned that those organizations 
would only survive as long as needed. Their success would 
mean that they would not flourish as the power would be returned 
to the reserves. This was the basis of the communication worker 
program (Delia Opekokew correspondence to Pat Deiter, 
February 3, 1994). 

The funds granted to the Federation allowed the establishment of a 

Comrnunity development program. His staff included: Lawrence Thornpson, 

Chief of the Carry the Kettle reserve and leader of the Valley Chiefs Association, 
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Federation and councillor from the Gordon reserve; and Delia Opekokew, the 

then reigning Saskatchewan lndian Princess from the Canoe Lake reserve. Delia 

worked with the youth and other women, and served as secretary. Also on staff 

were Henry Langan, treasurer of the Federation and councillor from Cote band, 

as was Max Goodwill, councillor for the Standing Buffalo reserve and co- 

ordinator for the largest annual Pow-wow in the province which was held on the 

Standing Buffalo reserve. These people, recognized within their own 

cornmunities as leaders, sented as the first paid staff to the Federation under a 

Community development program. Hilliard McNabb had the distinction of being 

the first staff member to be employed by the Federation (Sask. lndian Cultural 

Centre, Library, F.S. 1. Annual Conference report, 1967). 

The stated objectives of the Federation were:" to protect Indian 

treaties and Treaty rights; to promote the welfare of Saskatchewan Indians; to 

foster progress in the economic development, education and social life of 

lndians, and to CO-operate with civil and religious authorities in matters 

pertaining to lndian interests" (W. Deiter papers; Bylaws of the Federation of 

Saskatchewan hdians, 1966). 

Deiter's first major task was to seek additionai funds to enable delegates 

to attend conferences covering their basic expenses enabling attendance at 

meetings. Prior to this delegates had to pay their own expenses to attend 

meetings, and when lndian Affairs contributed they would arrange payment for 

the meeting rooms at skid row hotels. The Chiefs and councils of most bands 

received no salaries and no  honorariums for their role as lndian political leaders. 

Consequently, Deiter moved to secure expenses for deiegates to FSI functions 

and to have the Federation make its own facilities bookings which then were 
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Thatcher, a Liberal, was elected premier in 1964. 

Deiter's major agenda item as Chief of the Federation was to identify 

the problems facing lndian communities. These were assessed and priorities 

were identified based upon extensive travel and consulting with lndian band 

councils. The major problems were described in the FSI 1967 Annual report: 

language barriers, cultural barriers, race prejudice, sustaining religious 

traditions, and political resistance by fellow lndian people in many areas of the 

province who were strongly against the Federation of Saskatchewan lndians as 

an organization. There were strong indications that little meaningful 

communication occurred during this period between lndian people and 

governrnent agencies, which also included between lndian Affairs Branch and 

the Federation (Sask. lndian Cultural Centre; Annual Report, Nov. 1967, 

Federation of Saskatchewan Indians). It became increasingly necessary to gain 

support of the other three lndian organizations and to present united positions. 

The Federation faced the challenge to prove its credibility with the 

province. In 1967, Sidney Fineday wrote to Woodrow Lloyd, Leader of the 

Opposition and CCF Party, questioning the authority of the Federation to 

represent Saskatchewan lndian people, expressing concern about the FSI being 

the sole beneficiary of government funding. Jack Ernms responded to Lloyd's 

concerns relating that the FSI had over 110 paid individual memberships in 

which the majority were Chiefs or councillors and over 70% of the bands in 

Saskatchewan were represented ai the annual meeting held in 1966. He noted 

that the FSI had registered as a benevolent society and that the organization's 

structure was to be arnended to change the representation and mernbership to 
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Lloyd papers, R 61 Bx38a John A. Emms to Lloyd, February 8, 1967). It 

was noted in the FSI Annual report for 1967 that Lawrence Thompson had been 

influential in overcoming a definite feeling of resistance to the FSI in southern 

Saskatchewan. 

The change in organizational structure from one of individual lndian 

membership to one limited to chiefs and councils rnarked a significant shift in the 

lndian political development. This move to restrict membership rights to chiefs 

and councils strengthened the legitimacy of the organization as one that 

reflected lndian leadership at the community level. Officers from the organization 

were to drawn from the larger lndian community but voting for leadership was 

restricted to only Chief and Councils. Over 90% of the lndian community resided 

on reserves and the issue of restricting membership never came up for debate. 

The 1967 Annual Conference report enumerated the many 

accomplishments made by Deiter and his staff during his first year in otfice. The 

list included advocating for provincial and federal government services to be 

extendeci to lndian reserves, working on draft proposals for the new W a n  Act; 

investigating cases of police brutality and negotiating for the appointment of two 

lndian Justices of the Peace. A number of press releases and media 

appearances were also used as a medium to improve the understanding of the 

larger community regarding an awareness of Indian culture. The cornmunity 

development workers also visited every lndian community across the province 

and shared their enthusiasm and dream of self-determination. Indian education 

programs were also introduced to combat illiteracy (FSI Annual 

report, 1967:4-5). 

Walter Deiter was appointed in 1965 as a member of the m a n  Act 



lndian leaders on future lndian policy. During these meetings, Deiter was asked 

to share his experiences as leader of the Federation. The minutes of one 

meeting reported: 

Mr. Walter Dieter said it was a matter of hiring Indians to explain 
to Indians what was going on with regard to government programs and 
governrnent policies. He had hired six lndians to obtain information 
from ail government departments and then pass the information 
from prepared kits to the people. The workers went out to the 
reserves and wrote letters, prepared resolutions and did other 
things for the Indians. They corrected a lot of things that were 
happening between lndian Agents and the Indians . . . Mr. Deiter 
said he was also successful in getting eight Indians appointed 
Justices of the Peace by the Provincial Government. Some 
reserves, he said, had no band meeting for 8-10 years so they 
arranged for elections. They have five house building factories on 
reserves in Saskatchewan as a result of the hard working men 
he hired (Minutes of the lndian Act Consultation Meetings, 
Whitehorse October 21 -31,1968: 38). 

Deiter used his newly established communication program to 

communicate his vision for the changing tirnes: 

The tide of history is flooding swiftly towards wholeness and we 
somehow, finally, are in it. Walls are crumbling fast; segregation, 
distance, ignorance, language-ail these are giving away. We 
are becoming aware of Our need of one another and increasingly 

sure we cannot go alone. Isolation is a defence no better than 
putting a log across a stream in flood and its validity in Our affairs 
is gone forever. We no longer need to sit at the second table 
nor use the back door only. It is up to us ( W.Deiter, Outlook, 
Federation of Saskatchewan Indians, July 1 967). 

By December, 1967 Deiter was seeking to expand the community 

development program, expressing the need for at least five times the nurnber of 

the current staff. He reported that 99% of Saskatchewan lndians had incomes of 

less than $2000 per year and that if they were aware of the range of government 
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development program was the first time that Saskatchewan lndians as a group 

were given funds to implement a program designed and operated by themselves 

(kader  Po& December 1, 1967). 

Deiter used the argument that lndian people were citizens of Canada 

and of the provinces and therefore entitled to services and programs at the level 

of what other citizens had been receiving. He utilized information from the newly 

published Hawthorn report (1967) and appealed to the media that lndian people 

were the most disadvantaged people in Canadian society. Prior to this time, 

Indians had received few federal services outside of lndian Affairs and were not 

extended provincial services. He emphasized that few lndian reserves during 

this period had running water or electricity. Deiter lobbied Premier Ross 

Thatcher to have lndian representatives sit on the Board of Directors for 

Saskatchewan Power Corporation and Saskatchewan Telephones. One 

consequence was that Deiter was appointed to the board of the Saskatchewan 

Power Corporation, and therefore, became the first lndian to serve on a 

provincial Crown Corporation board (J_eader ePSf, July 28, 1967). Once on the 

board, he negotiated a deal with Saskatchewan Power to have them loan money 

to help Indians get etectrical power on reserves. He also advocated that the 

province build grid roads on the reserves and negotiated to have lndian people 

sit on other provincial Crown corporations. Lawrence Stevenson from the 

Pasqua reserve replaced him on the SaskPower Board; Alfred LaVallee, from 

the Piapot reserve, was appointed to Saskatchewan Government Insurance 

Corporation and many others were appointed to serve on various provincial 

advisory bodies. Eight lndians were also appointed as Justices of the Peace by 

the provincial government (J- Meeting Proceedings, Whitehorse:38). 



Native employment program where Aboriginal people would be appointed to 5% 

target levels of al1 governrnent positions (Rod Anaskon interview, Sept. 1993). 

He also was part of the planning process for private sector employment 

opportunities and was a founding director for Native Metals Industry, a Company 

that operated until the late 1980s, providing employment to many lndian men in 

the Regina area to process swap metai for the Inter-provincial Pipeline 

Company (IPSCO). 

The provincial govemment, supportive of the Federation of 

Saskatchewan lndians since 1965, provided financial support for annual 

conferences. However, regularized operational support to the organization was 

not forthcoming until 1967 when the province cooperated with the federal 

department of Agriculture to provide the first grant of $79,820.00 to the 

Federation. This figure is reflected below spread over a two year period from 

COMPAMDN OF GRANTS AVAlJ.ABB-c.1965-19701 

METIS SOCIETY FEDERATION OF 
SASKATCHEWAN INDIANS 

- - - - --- -- - - - - - - - 

TOTAL 68,990.00 239,820.00 
(SAB: lndian and Mefis Branch Papers, R77-275 Report on the Metis Society, ND) 



By comparison, the grants given to the Metis Society were cost-snarea on 

a 50-50 basis with the Agriculture Rural Developrnent Rehabilitation 

Administration (ARDA) and the province. ARDA completely reimbursed the 

grants given to the Federation, although funding for the Federation was directed 

through the provincial department of Natural Resources. Effective April 1, 1970 

the ARDA grant was tu be replaced by a federal grant from Secretary of State 

(lbid.). 

The differential treatment of the two Aboriginal organizations by the 

provincial government was a response to the style of leadership displayed by 

Deiter. Deiter not only relied on mernbership to advance his cause, he also 

relied on public support, such as church groups and social clubs. He appealed 

to public support using arguments based upon the unequal treatment and denial 

of basic civil rights in practice and presented the profile that lndian people were 

at the lowest of socio-econornic levels within the larger society. By framing these 

issues in his public discourse, he placed political pressure on governments to 

move towards improving the social and economic conditions of lndian people in 

Saskatchewan. 

By advancing the civil rights argument for lndian people Deiter reflected 

his larger concern for al1 Aboriginal people regardless of their legal status. Deiter 

provided encouragement to the Metis and non-status Indians in the province. He 

had encouraged the president of the Metis association, Joe Amyotte, to request 

$1 0,000 for programs from the provincial government but the "bashful" Joe, 

according to Deiter, asked only for $500.00 and that is al1 he received (W. Deiter 

interview, 1977). Later when the Federation secured their first office, they 

invited Walter Langdon, a non-status lndian working for the Metis Association to 

share their office space (Delia Opikokew, interview with author, Nov. 23, 1993). 
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of Saskatchewan to establish an Aboriginal rights program and housing 

program. 

Deiter continued to use a wide range of personal networks to advance his 

causes. Rodrick Anaskan, his former landscaping partner, remembered that 

most of their landscaping business was secured among the upper income clients 

in the Lakeview neighborhood in Regina. Deiter knew many individuals who 

were members and employees of the government on a persona1 basis . When he 

became FSI president, Deiter approached many of these individuals at their 

offices for donations and successfully returned with funds for him to travel to the 

next meeting or money to pay a phone bill (R-Anaskan interview, Sept. 1993). 

The Department of lndian Affairs, however, was still insistent on 

continuing its colonial policies for lndians based on continuing bigotry and 

mistrust. Shortly after the first grant was given through the Department of 

Agriculture for lndian Community development in 1 966, the Department of lndian 

Affairs established its w n  community development programs for reserves. 

Deiter explained: 

When I suggested we hire six people to explain the programs 
of government to Indians, Clark, the regional superintendent of 
lndian Affairs, irnmediately got on the plane and hired 45 community 
workers across Canada, to kill my program . . . They hired 45 to 

oppress them (W. Deiter interview, 1977). 

lndian Affairs during the sixties operated on the belief that Indians were 

their wards and that only the Department could dictate what was best for them. 

lndian Affairs resented the grant given to the Federation by the Department of 

Agriculture (Purich, 1 980: 186). lndian Affairs, under the federal Minister Arthur 



problems for the government: 

DlAND (Department of lndian Affairs and Northern Development) 
originally reacted negatively to the funding of Natives by other 
government organizations. It considered these bodies in direct violation of 
the principle, maintained since Confederation, that only DlAND could deal 
with Native issues. DlAND also began to feel pressure as its decisions 
and authority came under challenge. Moreover, it felt that Natives were 
receiving funds from other government departrnents and agencies 
which could undermine DIAND'S policies (Frideres, 7 983:253). 

Don Whiteside in his study of the rise of lndian political organizations wrote: 

The response of the Department of Indian Affairs to this continued 
"outside" funding was consistent. They fought back and argued 
that they alone had the responsibility for lndians and it was both 
irresponsible and unfair for other departments to interfere with this 
responsibility. The Department argued further, and rightly sot 
that the monies were being used by the political associations to 
force the Department to abandon its existing programs in favour 

of the ones which the associations demanded (Whiteside, 1 980: 1 1 -1 2). 

In spite of interference from the Department of lndian Affairs, the 

Federation grew in popularity with the Saskatchewan lndian community. One of 

the immediate successes of Walter Deiter's leadership was to rid the prairie 

bands of the permit system that was still in operation in 1966. Jack Emms 

explained: 

For years, you know, and donkey's years, we tried to get rid of 
that permit system for selling grains and cattle and there was just 
no way you could get rid of it. It was in the Indian Act. But there 
was a discretionary clause there. They could be exempted. Never 
was that ever adopted, until after the FSI got organized and Walter 
Deiter wrote a letter to the branch . . . They wrote back and said well, 
If an lndian band asks for it, welll waive it." So, after al1 these years, 
and so immediately al1 these bands just wrote in and there is no 
permit system any more (John Emms interview, March 16, 1977). 
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Arthur Laing could only be described as stormy. G.E. Mortimer in Slnhe 

Ma- reported that there were two sides to Laing. On the one side Laing 

acknowledged past errors and sounded like the voice of the new establishment 

but on the other side he resembfed a smafl-town chamber of commerce 

president. Laing cited no reason for human behaviour; he told lndians "to forget 

the past, and show some thankfulness for what the country had done for them, 

and to cease lounging around and to get out there and work" (GE. Mortimer, 

1 967: 1 7-21 ). 

Deiter had requested a grant from lndian Affairs for $125,000 to set up 

a prograrn specifically to get lndians off welfare. Laing responded by stating that 

lndian pity had to stop and therefore denied the grant. He also was critical of the 

grant because he resented the fact that the Federation had received assistance 

from university personnel to draw up his proposal (Leader Post, Jan.5, 1968). 

This simply set things on a more confrontational course and on several 

occasions, Deiter sought to have Laing removed from his position ( leader Post, 

July 5,1968). The media widely reported the sparring between Deiter and Laing 

which lent further creditably to Deiter and the Federation as a pressure group. 

When Deiter was elected in 1966, the Federation of Saskatchewan 

lndians fragmented support among Saskatchewan bands and the staff existed 

on a volunteer basis. Under Deiter's leadership, the organization was 

restructured to restrict representative membership to Chiefs and councils, with a 

paid staff. The first staff was hired under three initiatives: the Community 

Development program, a Treaty Rights and Research unit, and a 

Communication program. His organizational efforts had the support of Indian 

people throughout the province and the FSI becarne the provincial lndian voice. 
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full time staff and office for the protection of lndian rights and the betterment of 

the quality of life of lndian people. It was the first lndian organization in 

Canada to modernize in that manner (Opekokew, l980:27). 

Parallel to this period in the United States the civil rights movement 

had become a major political movement representing a spectrum of ideas, 

strategies, and agendas and was reported in the international media. By the late 

l96Os, Native Americans, also were becoming empowered which was 

generically labelled the Red Power movement (Josephy 1971, 1983). Deiter was 

suspicious of the earliest beginnings of Red Power because he saw how easily it 

bordered on hate-mongering and in his opinion lacked a tangible agenda for 

pragmatic and constructive change. He wrote an open appeal to lndian people 

Saskatchewan cautioning a rejection of the violence and hatred associated witt 

this rnovement. He stated: 

Their ideas of march and destroy is a far cry from what the lndian 
wants today. We understand, as lndian people, our survival 
depends on individual efforts combined in a force of helping 
one another to make the grade and take the opportunities that 
are now waiting for us to take. . . . We have children that need our 

guiding hands in these trying times. It is our children's lives that we 
are planning now. Let us teach them the ability to measure people 
by the values and standards set by our forefathers (Jm, 
May II 1968:21). 

Deiter was not an autocratic leader. He emulated the traditional role 

of an indian leader. lndian leaders were traditionally the servants of their people 

who achieved their status and influence by the distribution of wealth in service to 

relatives and friends. His staff members remember Deiter's cornmitment went to 

lengths of taking personal loans against his own home to help with the 

occasional operational costs of the organization. His approach to his leadership 



listening to the people and using consensus to arrive at decisions (Boldt 

1993: 1 1 9-1 20). Deiter had become a dedicated lndian leader who saw a need to 

exemplify traditional values. 

His personal lifestyle was not excessive and his home was always open 

to visitors and relatives. He was always active in the lndian community, 

attending local meetings or old time dances at the Friendship centers. He often 

involved his family in any of his interests. His wife lnez would serve the coffee, 

while the girls sold raffle tickets or provided the entertainment, through singing. 

He was a rnechanic of sorts and insisted on driving old vehicles, upon which he 

would tinker when under stress and needed to relax. He also used these same 

vehicles to travel cross-country to attend conferences and thereby save expense 

money to subsidize his modest salary. 

Deiter was a great conversationalist who could be quite convincing in 

his arguments, but his truck-driving Iifestyle gave hirn an aggressive and direct 

style of speaking. He once stated about his candidness: 

"1 get on people's toes. I can't seem to get away from my 
old truck-driving language. I cal1 a spade a spade. If I think 
I'rn right and I'm not, people have one hell of a time trying to 
convince me that I'm wrong . . . I should be discussing, instead 
of pushing" ( Interview with W.Deiter by Juanita Rennie, 
August 1980). 

His wife lnez played a key role in emphasizing lndian values which 

were embodied in his leadership style and his home life. Walter's parents had 

not encouraged their children to speak either the Cree or Saulteaux language; 

and while Walter understood Saulteaux, he could not speak the language 

fluently. In contrast, lnez was a proficient Plains Cree speaker. They raised their 

children in the city and since they did not speak the sarne lndian language, they 
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the children did learn some Cree when relatives came to visit. The Deiter family 

consisted of six girls, who were taught to do old-time dances and participate in 

pow-wows at an early age. The family also travelled and participated in the 

ceremonies. 

The Deiter home was always open to al1 people and visitors would not 

leave without a meal and a friendly chat. lnez also made sure that visitors never 

left without a small gift consistent with a traditional practices of the Plains Cree 

people. She never allowed Walter openly to boast of his achievements, 

frequently reminding hirn of lndian traditions, especially that of generosity, 

sharing and rnodesty, the values most expected in an lndian leader. 

Walter Deiter was a caring and committed lndian parent. He believed that 

his children should be encouraged to learn about life independently and through 

experience develop responsibte attitudes for themselves and their family. He 

modelled his own behaviour on integrity, hard work, and the protection of 

principles and values above al1 else. Deiter was accepting of atl individuals and 

truly believed in their potentiat to become greater people with encouragement. 

Consequently, he was a fighter who refused to back down which created some 

difficulties among his communities, but his cornmitment to his ideals were always 

worthy of high regard. He was most of al1 a friend who could be depended on 

when times were dark. In the last year of his life Deiter was dying of cancer, and 

rny mother and I spent time to nurse and care for him at home. It was perhaps 

the first time my father became a real family man with al1 his time and energy 

devoted to his family and give him our great love and esteem for him. His vision 

for his children was that they should be able to live successfully as status lndian 
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enjoy ing the benefits of Canadian citizenship. 

Deiter's vision for his children extended to al1 lndian people. His 

leadership as the Chief of the Federation was motivated by his understanding 

that changes for his family could only be achieved through a strong unified 

lndian constituency which had the support of the mainstream society. To achieve 

this end, Deiter had to strengthen the base of existing lndian organization by . 

replacing individual membership with a more broad based representation from 

Chiefs and councils. His success in unifying lndian communities, through Chief 

and councils, was the first step to enhance lndian people's political 

representation. He also recognized that the mainstream public were 

appalled at the despairing living conditions of lndian communities and would be 

firm allies in bis quest to achieve a more equitable society. His resourcefulness 

recognized that government funds available to address regional disparities for 

al1 Canadians could have application to lndian comrnunities. The government 

funds which were to designed to assist in achieving parity in standards of 

Canadian life could also be used to enhance lndian political representation and 

allow for the organization of an lndian movement towards self-determination. He 

was the first lndian leader to meld his rights both as a citizen of Canada and as 

a status lndian to challenge the prevailing government notion that the only 

political end for lndian people was to assimilate without special status. His 

approach to develop lndian organizations became a model across Canada that 

has endured to the present. 



1. The traditional alliances with the Assiniboine have been noted by many 
historians: Doige (1 989); Carter (1 990); Ray (1 974); Russell(1991). 

The Plains Ojibwa or Saulteaux as allies was noted by David 
Mandelbaum, (1 978). The Saulteaux, Assiniboines and mixed-bloods 
were often found in Cree bands was noted by Sharrock (1 977) and Carter 
(1 990). 



CHAPTER 6 

ORGANlZlNG ON A NATIONAL LEVEL 

Deiter's attention was not solely limited to Saskatchewan. He soon 

recognized the need for Canadian Indians to arganize on a national basis in his 

belief that only through a strong and unified lndian voice could lasting changes 

be achieved. As Chief of the Federation, he sent his workers occasionally into 

Alberta and Manitoba to assist in strengthening the lndian Association of Alberta 

and the Manitoba lndian Brotherhood. These provincial associations also 

followed Deiter's example applying for funds under the same ARDA grant 

initative. Harold Cardinal commented: 

The break through in getting federal funding can be traced to 
WO of these pre-1968 leaders, Walter Dieter (sic), then leader of 
the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians, and David Courchene, 
then President of the Manitoba lndian Brotherhood. Dieter (sic) 
somehow talked the bureaucrats running the Agricultural 
Rehabilitation Development Act, a federal Department of 
Agriculture program, into funding the provincial lndian 
organization's work in rural communities, largely on reserves. 
With that help, the Saskatchewan lndians managed to get 
their federation going. Seeing this as a precedent, Courchene 

jumped in and got funds for the Manitoba Brotherhood 
(Cardinal, 19773 70-1 71 ). 

Eventually, the lndian Alberta Association also received funds from the 

same department (Ibid.) Deiter loaned theaManitoba lndian Brotherhood $3000 

to help them organize ( W.Deiter interview, 1977) and was later made an 

honorary member of the Manitoba lndian Brotherhood. There was no collective 
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operating nationally that presented a mode1 for unified action. 

As Chief of the Federation, Deiter had tried to arrange meetings with 

Prime Minister, Lester Pearson. He was never successful, believing that 

Pearson was too dependent on his bureaucrats (lbid). Sally Weaver concurred 

in her observation: 

lndian affairs had not been an item of priority on the government's 
agenda nor had the lndian administration experienced high 
prestige within government service. . . . Consequently, without 
effective party pressures, organized lndian protest, ministerial 
leadership, and collective expressions of dissatisfaction from 
MPs, civil servants in the branch were left to their own resources, 
without much political direction or support in their atternpts to 
introduce change (Weaver 1981 :45). 

The result was an entrenched old guard system composed of senior 

bureaucrats who had been in the department for considerable lengths of service. 

They assumed they were totally responsible for policies and programs for 

Indians in both authority and practice: 

Of the seven senior men at the assistant deputy minister and 
director levels in the branch in1 968, five were of the old guard: 
two men had joined lndian Affairs in the late 1930s and three 
in the post-war 1940s. Those who had corne into the program 

in the Iate 1930s had themselves witnessed changes in the branch, 
despite public opinion that lndian administration remained 
unaltered since the Victorian era (Weaver, 1981 :46). 

Other organizational attempts earlier in the century had been made trying 

to appeal for a national constituency. The League of lndians in Canada had 

operated from 1 91 8 to 1936. The North American lndian Brotherhood organized 

nationally from 1944 to 1959, but for a variety of factors was not successful. The 

National lndian Council of Canada (NIC) which was set up in 1961 with its base 
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a national mandate (Whiteside 1973). This group was composed of status and 

non-status Indians, Metis, and concerned non-lndian people from across 

Canada. The leaders of the group included Bill Wuttunee and Marion (Ironquill) 

Meadmore, a fellow Peepeekisis band member, and a Mohawk woman, 

Kahn-Tineta-Horn. It was characterized by a preponderance of leaders and 

almost no followers (Dobbin 1981 :367). The group was entirely volunteer and 

dernanded effort and time to organize the objectives of NIC which centered on 

promoting lndian culture by sponsoring lndian princess pageants, and hosting 

other cultural and social events to educate non-lndians (McFarlane 1993: 62). 

Deiter sent representatives from his staff to the meetings held by the National 

lndian Council and served on the Board of Directors for the Council from 1965 to 

1968. 

The National lndian Council operated on a volunteer basis but also 

received support from the lndian and Eskimo Association of Canada. This 

association, established in 1951 in Regina by sympathetic non-lndians, 

sponsored conferences on lndian and Aboriginal issues, published newsletters, 

and raised funds for lndian causes. The founders included Father Renaud, h i e  

McEwen, Zack Hamilton, Mrs. Clark, and Jack Emms (W.Deiter persona1 

papers). In 1960, this group expanded assuming a national orientation and was 

transforrned into the Indian-Eskimo Association basing its operations out of 

Toronto. The Indian-Eskimo Association of Canada took its direction from the 

National Commission of lndian Canadians originally set up in 1958 &y the 

Canadian Association of Adult Education. The Commission sought an 

examination of the problems faced by persons of Indian ancestry in adjusting to 

the modern Canadian community. One of the Association's goals was to foster 
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characteristics; one, that few lndians actually had membership within the 

Association; and second, that it was formed on the assumption that the 

Association must cease to exist as lndian people became organized thernselves 

(Stewart 1 968: 1 6). 

Ernie McEwen becarne Executive Director of the Indian-Eskimo 

Association in 1963. McEwen was born near Dauphin, Manitoba and later taught 

school in the early 1930s at Brandon, Manitoba. He worked for the Canadian 

Youth Commission and the Canadian Welfare Councii prior to his appointment 

at the Indian-Eskimo Association (Draper 1971 :66). When Walter attended high 

school in Birtle, McEwen had been one of his teachers (Walter Deiter interview, 

1977). Throughout their careers, the two remained friends and stayed in close 

contact. By 1965, Deiter became a member of the Board of Directors for the 

Indian-Eskimo Association. The Department of lndian Affairs had provided 

specific project dollars to the Association in varying amounts from four to five 

thousand dollars per annum. In 1964, the Association was granted an annual 

program funding amount of $1 5,000 with an agreement to run until 1968. 

In February 1968, the lndian and Eskimo Association held a national 

meeting to discuss the question of whether of not Indians, Metis and Eskimo 

needed to pursue separate agendas. Deiter made a motion for lndians to 

establish their own national organization. The resolution was passed which 

included the directive to appoint Deiter to set up a national Status indian 

organization (Report on the m n  Ac$ Consultation Meetings, Edmonton, 

Alberta, December 12 and 1 3, 1 968: 17-1 8). Deiter considered the step as 

historic because" it was the first time in Canadian history, lndians gathered 

together nationally to discuss their mutual problems. A bond of brotherhood has 
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fight the prevailing paternalism of lndian Affairs and to push for lndian people to 

be involved in policy decisions concerning them. 

The Department of lndian Affairs had also initiated its own National lndian 

Advisory Board in 1966.The intent of the Board was to review the m a n  Act and 

offer advice to the department as concerned individuals. Board members were 

appointed by the Department of  lndian Affairs and inciuded Walter Deiter, 

Wallace Labillois, Phillip Paul, Max Gros-Louis, George Manuel and Wilmer 

Nadjiwon. The council did not have a long life as the appointed lndian leaders 

demanded lndian Affairs pay for consultation funds for thern to properly 

represent their people (McFarlane 1993:86-89). The advisory board was 

discontinued and lndian Affairs officiais decided to take the lndian consultation 

process on a cross country tour (Leslie 199347). 

Deiter had been appointed as the sole lndian member of a national task 

force to review the Act. Revisions to the Bçf were to be submitted after a 

series of consultation meetings held across Canada. A total of seventeen 

meetings were to be held between July 1968 and Apri128, 1969, The intent was 

to solicit opinions on various sections of the I n m .  The actual result was 

that lndian leaders were given a forum for the first time where they were able to 

articulate their positions on a national level. For example, the leaders argued 

that Treaty rights and Aboriginal rights should be reinstated and written into the 

Jndian Act and the Canadian C o n s t ~ U m  
. . 

; and that they should be able to 

benefit from ail provincial services without discrimination (Resume of the 

Reports of the lndian Act Consultation Meetings, lndian and Northern 

Development, March 1 969: 15). 
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discussed the approaches used by the FSI to organize thernselves and 

encouraged every province and territory to do the same. He stated "that the 

Indians of the Prairie Provinces were of the opinion that they were just as 

capable of minding their own business if given the opportunity and education" 

(Jndian Act Consultation Meeting, Moncton, New Brunswick July 29-31, 1968: 

2). The Yukon Native Brotherhood, headed by Elijah Smith, was one 

organization that was founded during these meetings (J- Act 

Consultation Meeting, Whitehorse, October 21 -23, 1968: 22). 

In August 1968, Deiter drafted a grant proposa1 to fund the Canadian 

lndian Brotherhood. The proposal stated that: 

A Canadian lndian Brotherhood has now been formed as a 
federation of lndian organizations designed to help the lndian 
people to share experiences and to strengthen the movement 
towards the effective groups of lndian people who help their 
own people and the agencies of government who work with them. 

We are asking for support for that organization which represents 
lndian people who corne within the terms of the M a n  Act. These 
people have an identity of interest which should provide a f i n  
foundation for such a national 0rganization.- 

The Federation of Saskatchewan indians; The Native 
Brotherhood of Indians, B.C.; South Vancouver Island 
Tribal Federation; The Nishga Tribal Council; The 
lndian Association of Alberta; The Manitoba lndian 

Brotherhood; The Union of Ontario Indians; The 
Federation of Quebec Indians; The New Brunswick 
Union of Indians; The lndians of the Northwest 
Territories (SAB, Mrs. W. B. Clipsham papers; 
Proposal Canadian lndian Brotherhood, Walter Dieter, 
August 30, 1968). 



recommendations made previously by the Hawthorn report. Deiter constructed 

the proposal in such a way that the organization would require an open and 

flexible funding agreement which would not rob them of their goal of 

self-determination. The priorities of the proposed national organization included 

the establishment of a forum between Indian people and the Department of 

lndian Affairs with the organization serving as the ombudsman for lndian people 

and their communities. Other issues of concern included treaty rights and the 

need to raise the standard of living for lndian communities. One sentence 

summarised the proposal:" Government must trust the lndians to spend some 

Government money in programs if they wish to change attitudes of lndian 

people" (lbid). 

The opportunity to announce publicly the new group came at the 

National lndian Council meeting held in Toronto on September 28, 1968. The 

conference was sponsored by Secretary of State under a grant given to the 

National lndian Council of Canada (NIC). The discussion of splitting the National 

Council was emotional but a motion was presented late in the evening to 

formally split the organization so that Status lndians would have their own 

association and the Metis would also establish their own group. The motion was 

made by Walter Deiter and seconded by Stan Daniels, the president of the Metis 

in Alberta. The main reason for the split was the legal and constitutional 

differences between the two gmups. The Metis were viewed by government as a 

provincial responsibility and Status tndians were a responsibility of the federal 

government. The federal government refused to fund an organization that 

included Metis people. Deiter explained:" lt was only government funds which 
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Metis" ( W.Deiter interview, 1977). 

The assembly gave the mandate to Walter Deiter and collected $68.00 

for him to start the new association. Deiter also soon after received a donation 

from the Eric Harvey foundation for S55,OM) by October, 1968. Eric Harvey, a 

Calgary millionaire, was a friend of Emie McEwen, Deiter's former school 

teacher (W.Deiter interview, 1977). The donation was used to hire lawyers to 

start studying options for land claims ( m a n  Act Consultation Meeting, Prince 

George, B.C. October 14-1 8, 1968:8-9). The proposal that was submitted in 

August was approved in principle and $35,000 was approved by Treasury Board 

on November 20, 1968 (Walter Deiter personal papers). The grant was provided 

through Privy Council who also provided funds for Treaty Research (Indian and 

Northern Affairs Annual Reports, 1969). 

The newly formed Brotherhood faced cornpetition for the Iimited 

government funds that were also financing the lndian Eskimo Association. Deiter 

and other lndian leaders ( such as Harold Cardinal from Alberta; David 

Couchene from Manitoba; and Max Gros-Louis from Quebec) dominated the 

Board of Directors of the Indian-Eskimo Association in 1968 and they had a 

strong working relationship with Ernie McEwen. After an intense discussion held 

at the national conference in September 28, 1968, it was agreed that the IEA 

would fall back to the position of a supporter, ally and middleman for the lndian 
. . 

organizations (lndian-Fskimo Association of Canada R u I l e h  1 968: 1-2) 

Ernie McEwen as the Director of the lndian Eskimo Association 

devoted a great deal of time to help the National lndian Brotherhood establish 

itself and was among Deiterfs strongest supporters. Although the formal 

separations had occurred between lndians and the Association, the relationship 
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the Association for advice and support. 

The founding meeting of the National lndian Brotherhood was held in 

December 5, 1968. lndian leaders came from nine provinces and one territory. 

The newly formed National lndian Brotherhood was faced with an immense task 

of organizing other provincial bodies and strengthening their position as the 

country's national lndian representative. As president, Deiter was viewed 

sceptically by rnost. Robert Surtees at that time wrote: 

These organizations and the new leaders may some 
day achieve-indeed may have already achieved-what 
the great lndian leaders of the past tried for but failed to 
accomplish-the union of al1 the native people in Canada 
(Surtee 1971 :83). 

Sally Weaver stated: 

The obstacles facing lndian organizers were extensive, yet 
they were usually underestimated by the public and government 
officiais, as well as by the lndian people themselves 
(Weaver 1 981 :42). 

Weaver Iisted a number of challenges with which the new organization 

had to contend. These included: the time and cost invoived in contacting the 

widely dispersed lndian communities; the extensive cultural heterogenity among 

Indians; the historic inter-tribal distrust among certain groups; language 

diversity; various degrees of acculturation within and between communities; 

pervasive poverty; limited education; and the lack of funds to organize or to 

maintain the organizations (Ibid.). In addition, there were no provincial wide 

lndian organizations in British Columbia, the Yukon, the Northwest Territories, 

or Newfoundland. Leadership for organizing nationally fell largely upon the 

efforts of Deiter, Harold Cardinal and David Courchene. 



philosophical state of development," says Cardinal, 
the youngest of the dynarnic trio. "We went out with 
a sense of adventure" (Corneau and Santin, 1990: 148). 

These men shared a strong belief in their people and firrnly believed in 

the right of their people to a better socio-economic future. They were labelled b y  . 

the media as a new kind of lndian leader who professed an ability to retain their 

lndian heritage even though they had become accustomed to the Canadian 

mainstream. These leaders did not support assimilation as the goal for their 

people, nor did they engage in the notion that Indians should achieve alone as 

individuals, instead they articulated the goal of collective self-determination as 

the rneans to improving the lives of individual lndian people. 

The leaders of these organizations are somewhat special, for 
they are quite capable of coping with the white world, and 
indeed have proven themselves quite successful in white terms. 
Unlike others who have chosen to simply integrate into white 
society, however, they have refused to turn their backs on 
their lndian background. They are proud of it, and they have 

chosen to concentrate their efforts on improving the conditions 
of their own people (Surtees, l971:83). 

However, not al1 the lndian leaders across Canada felt the need to 

organize nationally. Andrew Delisle from the Quebec Association at first felt he 

was stronger without the help of such an organization (W. Deiter interview, 

1977). This would account for the Quebec delegates not registering at the first 

national meeting of the Brotherhood held in December 1968 ( m o n t o n  Sun, 

Dec. 5, 1968). 

Within each province there were problems associated with selecting 

which association should be the provincial representative at the national level. In 

British Columbia, there were a number of associations, including the Vancouver 

Island Tribal Federation and the Union of British Columbia lndian Chiefs. In 
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Union of Ontario Indians; the union was not seen to represent their interests and 

they did not identify with its predominantly Ojibwa leadership (Weaver 1981 :41). 

The structural basis of the organization of the Brotherhood was similar to 

that adopted for the Federation where rnembership was restricted to Chiefs and 

Councils and included elected representatives from the respective provincial 

organizations. The officers of the National lndian Brotherhood could be drawn 

from the larger lndian community. 

The first six people elected to represent the National lndian Brotherhood 

included: Walter Deiter, as President with an executive council consisting of 

Omar Peters, President of the Union of Ontario Indians; Wilber Nadjawon, from 

Ontario; John Tootoosis, from Saskatchewan; Fred Cardinal, from Alberta and 

Ahab Spence from Manitoba. Later Andrew Deiisle from the Quebec Association 

and Dave Courchene from Manitoba lent their support to the group. 

The provincial leaders of the organization included Walter Deiter, as the 

President of the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians; Dave Courchene, 

President of the Manitoba lndian Brotherhood; Guy Williams, President of the 

Native Brotherhood of British Columbia; Bob Charles, representing the Klondike 

lndian Association, Yukon, North West Territories; Harold Sappier, President of 

the Union of New Brunswick Indians; Omar Peters, President of the Ontario 

lndians and the lndian Eskimo Association of Canada; Phillip Paul, President of 

the Southern Vancouver Island Tribal Federation; Harold Cardinal, President of 

the lndian Association of Alberta; and Gus Godtfredson, elected representative 

of British Columbia. The national organization assumed the mandate to organize 

and strengthen lndian organizations in every province and territory ( m a n  Act 

Consultation Meeting, Edmonton: 18). 



cajoling to organize al1 the groups. lndian leaders from the Prairies, however, 

such as Harold Cardinal in Alberta, Dave Courchene in Manitoba, and Deiter in 

Saskatchewan, argued that provincial-based organizations were vital in pressing 

both the provincial and federal governrnents to address lndian needs (National 

lndian Brotherhood, Canadian-Metis Society, Indian-Eskirno Association: 

Report of a Joint Meeting of the Board of Directors of the above Organizations 

for Purposes of reviewing and Re-directing the Role of the Indian-Eskirno 

Association, 26 September 1968). 

Excerpts of an interview of Deiter by Murray Dobbin provided insight 

as to the evolution of the National lndian Brotherhood: 

M.D.: So the National lndian Brotherhood was really an 
organization of leaders and then it expanded to help the Manitoba 
indians and the Alberta lndians to build up their organizations, 
is that right? 

W.D.: Yeah, and Ontario and British Columbia and, right al1 over 
Canada. 

M.D.: So the national organization really existed before the 
provincial organizations were strong, is that right? 

W. D. : Yeah, that's right. The national organization didn't arise 
from al l the provincial organizations. We Say the national organization 
cornes from Saskatchewan, you see (W-Deiter interview, 1977). 

The first task of the National lndian Brotherhood (N.1.B) was to represent 

lndian concerns at the National Congress of Indian, Metis, and Eskimo held in 

Ottawa from November 30 to December 3,1968. The Congress was held as part 

of the activities to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the Canadian adoption 

of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights by  the United Nations. The Indian- 

Eskimo Association acted in the role of CO-ordinating body and six lndian leaders 
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Bab Charly from Whitehorse, Phillip Paul from British Columbia, and Andrew 

Nicholas, Jr. from New Brunswick. Their concems again centered on the rights 

of al1 Aboriginal people to basic human and civil rights with a request for self- 

determination and a recognition of treaty and Aboriginal rights by the Canadian 

governrnent. 

On December 5, 1968 the National lndian Brotherhood hammered out 

its own terrns of reference and political agenda, which included the request that 

the National lndian Brotherhood be recognized as the advisory body to the 

Prime Minister and his cabinet on matters pertaining to Indian people (treaty and 

registered) of Canada. The financial arrangements that the NIB sought was for 

the federal government to provide to lndian organizations financial resources so 

that they could develop their own programs to rebuild the self-confidence and 

pride of lndian people. 

The elements of their agenda included: curtailment of the expansion of 

the Department of lndian Affairs so that resources could be reallocated; 

community development andlor other program funds under local and regional 

organizations; and a per-capita grant cornmitment to the National lndian 

Brotherhood. The National lndian Brotherhood also sought to participate in the 

conferences regarding the amendments to the Constitution of Canada (Minutes 

of the December 5, i 968 National lndian Brotherhood meeting). 

The mandate was immense particularly in light of few immediate 

resources. The first task of the National lndian Brotherhood was to submit a 

second funding request for $1 20,000. This amount was reduced to $60,000 by 

the federal government but allowed for an ofiice in Ottawa, one full-time 

secretary and a second office in Winnipeg rnanned by a small staff, including 
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for legal counsel or public relations. Deiter, as Chief of the organization spent 

most of his time on the road bolstering membership and support for the 

organization. Deiter's contribution to the National lndian Brotherhood was 

summarised by Ponting in this passage: 

The activities of the NIB under Dieter consisted mainly of 
laying the groundwork for the organization, including such 
tasks as formulating a constitution to which al1 PTOs (Provincial 
Tribal Organizations) could agree, establishing relations with 
the PTOs, coordinating the efforts of PTOs so that they would 
not undermine each other, and raising funds. Although Dieter 
was skilled at fund-raising, the needs were great and he himself 
had to shore up the organization with personal loans that reportedly 

resulted in his own bankruptcy (Ponting 4980: 1 99). 

In December 1968, Deiter pressed the Federal government to allow the 

National lndian Brotherhood to take part in any discussions to amend the 

Canadian constitution. "The lndian aim would be to gain recognition of the 

treaties and Aboriginal rights of native people, "stated Deiter in a presentation 

given to the lndian Affairs Deputy Minister John McDonald (Globe and Mail, 

December 6, 1968). 

During this period, Deiter remained also the Chief of the Federation of 

Saskatchewan lndians but he was rarely in the province with his positions as the 

Chief of the National Indian Brotherhood and Chairman of the m a n  Act revision 

hearings, and as a rnember on the Board of Director for the Indian-Eskimo 

Association. He was also appointed in 1969 to the Board of Directors for the 

Canadian Council on Rural Development. His increasing absence from 

Saskatchewan because of his various roles contributecl to his election loss, to 

David Ahenakew, as Chief of the Federation in February 1969. 
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Bd hearings which were viewed by lndian participants as only limited lndian 

consultation. The National lndian Brotherhood submitted a proposal for the 

hearings to be replaced by a Cornmittee set up to consult with tndian 

organizations across Canada and to draft an m a n  Act that would be 

acceptable to both govemment and lndian people. Additional funds were sought 

for the provincial organizations to hire consultants and legal advisors to assist in 

their consultation. The proposal also listed the principal concerns of lndian 

people that included: recognition of Treaties and Aboriginal rights; reconciliation 

of injustices done through the imposition of restrictions on lndian hunting 

through the ratification of the Migratory Birds convention and çubsequent federal 

and provincial legislation; and establishment of a Claims Commission. These 

four items were to be addressed prior to discussions to change the lndian Act 

(Walter Deiter personal papers, Submission to the Government of Canada, April 

The last meeting on the Jndian Act review was scheduled for April 28, 

1969. Walter was unable to attend the meeting. His youngest child had been 

killed in a car accident on April25. He prepared this statement for the meeting 

delegates. 

I was almost prepared to throw this lndian problem of ours out 
and just look after rny family. 1 know I neglected them for cause, 
but for the untimely death of my baby girl Starla. She was very 
dark skinned and fiercely proud of being an lndian and extremely 
interested in what I was trying to do. She tried to give me a 
message for she had what we al1 want for our children. The right 
to live and honor our ancestry in an urban situation. Although I am 
not able to be with you in this great arena of decision making, I 
would Iike to ask you people today not to make any real decisions 
but to ask for more time to rneet, until we have al1 learned the great 
traditions of the Great Spirit and are able to share in a truly humble 
kinsmenship of the friendship of national Indians. 



I cannot get a plane, even a private plane, but I am witn you . . . f i s  
a leader, I would like to say to you honorable brothers, Let us be 
able to fisten to al1 people, the young and the old, and gather the 
suggestions, guided by our pride of race and cultural heritage. 
LET NO MAN BE BETTER THAN ONE, AND BY THE SAME 
TOKEN NO MAN BE LESSER THAN HIS BROTHER (Deiter 
papers, Telegram sent May 1, 1969 by Chief Walter Deiter). 

However, the April28 meeting saw the creation of a new organization 

called the National Comrnittee on lndian Rights and Treaties which Andrew 

Delisle was selected to head. The mandate of this organization was to prepare 

research on lndian Aboriginal rights and treaty rights and to serve as the 

negotiating body with the government on behalf of lndian people 

(McFarlane, 1 993: 106). 

During the 1968 liberal leadership campaign, Pierre Elliot Trudeau 

promised that lndian people would be given special attention by his Liberal 

government (TorontoTele_acam, July 29, 1968). Two days after Trudeau became 

Prime Minister, Deiter had his first meeting with the Prime Minister's office. Prime 

Minister Trudeau introduced him to Jean Chretien, who was about to becorne the 

new Minister of Indian Affairs. Deiter credited Trudeau and Chretien with 

becoming the major force of change for lndian people. They were the first 

politicians from a federal government to view lndians as citizens and to accord to 

them a measure of dignity in their belief of equality. It was sincerely hoped that 

the paternalism and oppression that had long marred the policy and attitudes of 

the lndian Affairs Department officials was to corne to an end. 

Deiter remembered Chretien stating that "lndians are people, and that 

there was to be a new policy from now on" (W. Deiter interview, 1977). The new 

optimisrn included a move to consultations with lndian leadership and an effort to 

rid the Department of lndian Affairs of its old guard. It was eagerly anticipated 
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lndians could no longer be publicly treated as "wards" but treated as Canadian 

citizens with an unique status. 

For the newly established indian organizations, it also meant that they 

would be invited to participate as a contributing group within the lndian policy 

community which until this period had been exclusively limited to the Department 

of lndian Affairs. However, it was the unique status of Indian people and not their 

organizations that would receive the initial attention of the new Liberal 

government. 

The new direction arose from Trudeau's promise of fostering a "just 

society." His idea of Canada was for a strong federal state free from its colonial 

bonds with England and one that would bolster the rights of the individual. 

Trudeau expressed his intention to patriate the constitution of Canada. 

Aboriginal leaders were concerned with this move and sent a joint telegram to 

the Prime Minister stating that the new Constitution of Canada must continue to 

recognize and honour the fundamental rights of lndians and Eskimos as a 

founding people of Canada and must guarantee the protection of the language 

and cultural rights of Canada's Aboriginal people; that fair and just settlement of 

lndian and Aboriginal daims be addressed by the federal government; and that 

lndian communities have direct access to development of resources of al1 

departments at the federal and provincial levels and that the provisions in the 

present constitution perpetuating second class treatment be eliminated. The 

telegram was signed by  Walter Deiter, N.I.B., Adam Cuthand, Canadian Metis 

Society, and Walter Currie, president of the lndian and Eskimo Association and 

dated June 13, 1969 (W. Deiter personal papers; Telegram to Prime Minister 

Trudeau from Deiter, Cuthand and Currie, June 13, 1969). Deiter pressed for 
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restricted lndian people to the paternalism of the Department of lndian Affairs. 

The first task of the new Trudeau governrnent for lndian people was to 

review the legislation that had stood to differentiate lndian people from the rest 

of society. The result of the review formed the basis for the development of the 

infamous "White Paper" policy of 1969. The white Paper was drafted by the 

governrnent's highest bureaucrats in the Privy Council. with J.A. McDonald, the , 

then Deputy Minister for the Department, as its chief architect (Doerr 1974: 52). 

Their timing in releasing the document could not have been worse. They had 

barely completed the last meetings with indian leaders on the revision to the 

Jndian Act when the White Paper was released. Predictably, lndian leadership 

reacted with outrage and total denouncement of the policy (Weaver 1981 ). 

The White Paper was a policy statement interpreted by lndian leaders 

to be a hidden agenda for the government's intention to terminate the special 

status of lndian people and their lands. It smacked of being a direct parallel to 

the disastrous United States lndian policy of termination implemented during the 

1950s and 1960s. The policy was framed in a discourse which borrowed from 

the civil rights rnovement with words like "equality and non-discrimination". 

However, it was clearly an affront to lndian leadership who saw this articulation 

cross-cutting and therefore dirninishing their long advocacy of strengthening 

lndian treaty and Aboriginal rights and greater protection of their unique culture 

and distinct relationship to the nation-state of Canada. 

The unified denouncement of the policy paper by lndian leadership 

caught the Trudeau governrnent by surprise. This unity was significant as it 

marked the first time lndian leaders from across the country firrnly stood together 

as a group of representatives to oppose a specific government policy. All the 
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lndian Brotherhood's position to spearhead a national fight against the White 

Paper policy. A national chiefs' meeting was held July 17-1 9, 1969 to create a 

concrete strategy to confront the termination policy. 

During the meeting national unity was the central issue for Deiter. The 

power to influence change was achievable with one voice. In a bid to solidify 

Quebec support for the National lndian Brotherhood, Deiter encouraged a 

challenge to his leadership with Andrew Delisle as his opponent (McFarlane 

1993:113). Once Delisle declared himself a candidate for the National lndian 

Brotherhood election, he could not pull the Quebec Association back out of the 

National Brotherhood (W. Deiter interview, Sept.,1977). The strategy was 

personally a risk but Deiter was prepared ta put national lndian unity ahead of 

his own political career. Deiter was elected for a second term to head the 

National organization and to lead lndian people into the most challenging fight 

for lndian people of the century: facing the 1969 White Paper that proposed the 

termination of al1 Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

The second outcome of the national strategy meeting was to revise the 

purpose of the organization defined in the initial constitution of the National 

lndian Brotherhood. The organization's original mandate promoted a leader's 

role as CO-ordinator of the provincial lndian associations, and to provide 

secretariat support services to the associations, whereas the new mandate put 

the National lndian Brotherhood foward as the body responsible for the national 

voice for al1 status lndian across Canada which must protect and enforce 

Aboriginal and treaties rights (Ibid.). 

The unified front shocked Canadians who, at that time, knew very little 

about lndian issues or concerns. A number of scholars in hindsight have 
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Aboriginal organizations established in that period (Lueger 1977;Weaver 1981 ; 

and Purich 1986).1. 

Although the National lndian Brotherhood had been in existence for 

little more than a year, its leadership had an established communication network 

among al1 lndian organizations across Canada. The White Paper clearly 

epitomized the kind of neo-colonialism that lndian people must unite nationally 

to resist. Cardinal pointed out that, before the White Paper was drawn up, the 

first national lndian body-the National lndian Brotherhood-had already emerged 

as a political organization prepared to fight for lndian rights and the protection of 

lndian culture (Comeau and Santin 1 990: 146). 

Deiter, as Chief of the National lndian Brotherhood took the lead in 

opposing the White Paper. In his statement to the press on June 26, one day 

after the government's release of the policy statement, he launched the attack: 

The new policy, announced by lndian Affairs Minister Jean 
Chretien is not acceptable to the lndian people of Canada . . . 
We fear the end result of the proposal will be the destruction 
of a nation of people by legislation and cultural genocide . . . 
We view this as a policy designed to divest us of our aboriginal, 

residual, and statutory rights. If we accept this policy, and in the 
process lose our rights and our lands, we become willing partners in 
cultural genocide. This we cannot do (Deiter, Press Release by 

the National lndian Brotherhood, 1969) 

The statement also declared that the lndian leadership was taken totally 

by surprise with the contents of the White Paper. They had been given the 

statement only one day prior to its release to the general public. The press 

release was signed jointly by lndian leaders across Canada2 

Within days of its announcement, the National lndian Brotherhood staff 

and executive rallied other lndian groups and individuals across Canada to send 



of authority for lndian programs to the provinces and proposed elimination of 

lndian special status with the federal government and resewe lands in the name 

of equality. 

Scott Young, a reporter with the m w a  C i t m  visited the office of the 

National lndian Brotherhood in June 1969 and captured the obvious disparity 

behveen the opponents in the fight. 

There was a strange feeling about the tiny, tacky office with three 
men and an Indian girl, in the office outside, sometimes coming in 
with paper. If Mr. Chretien wants something done, he has about 
8500 people to cal1 on, and a couple of hundred of million dollars 

a year to do it with. It seems an unequal proposition but you can't 
be too sure (Globe & Mail, July 1, 1969). 

Over the summer of 1969, Deiter geared up the campaign against the 

White Paper policy. The first formal presentation of lndian counter-proposals to 

the government's 1969 White Paper was made to the Prime Minister, the 

Minister of lndian Affairç, and the members of Parliament in the House Standing 

Committee on lndian Affairs and Northern Development on June 4, 1970 

(Standing Committee on indian Affairs and Northern Development, June 1970). 

Deiter led a delegation of mainly Alberta Chiefs to present the Red paper 

developed by Harold Cardinal and the Alberta lndian Association (Indian Chiefs 

of Alberta, 1970). In this meeting Deiter made it clear that lndian people must be 

consulted if there were to be any changes in the policies affecting their Iives. 

The Prime Minister conceded to formal consultations as part of the policy 

process on lndian issues, which marked the first time that lndian people 

nationally were recognized to have some degree of self-determination by the 

Canadian government (hdian News March 1971). 
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perception of lndian rights were clearly stated under intense public scrutiny. 

Prime Minister Trudeau's response to Aboriginal leaders in 1969 was that 

Aboriginal rights did not exist for Canadian lndians and he would not consider 

the restoration of such rights (Prime Minister Trudeau: Remarks on Aboriginal 

and Treaty Rights, Speech given August 8, 1 969, Vancouver, British Columbia). 

Nevertheless, the use of the public media by lndian leadership forced a major 

concession by the federal government to provide financing for lndian 

organizations which would provide input by elected lndian representation into 

government policy decisions affecting them and their communities. By 

September 1969, lndian Affain Minister, Chretien announced that funds would 

be made available to national and provincial lndian organizations and that funds 

would also be made available to band councils to enable them to provide 

support to their associations. 

Grants to provincial associations would be $1 .O0 per capita for 

organizational and operating costs and $.25 per capita for the National indian 

Brotherhood. The per-capita figure would be based on the actual number of 

status lndian individuals within each province. The grants, however, would be 

provided on a declining basis so that the associations would not become 

dependent on Government for their financial support but would be eventualiy 

supported by lndian people (Globe & Mail, Sept. li,l969). Within the year, 

through efforts of indian leadership, the White Paper policy 

had to be publicly abandoned. 

In 1970, Deiter spoke to the Canadian Federation of University 

Women in Ottawa. He felt this group was important to address as some of the 

women were wives of Members of Parliament (Saskatchewan lndian Cultural 



In his speech he outlined the fundamental goals of the National lndian 

Brotherhood. 

Chief Deiter spoke of the desire of lndians to plan for themselves 
and to do for themselves, and of the ability of the lndian leaders 
to motivate their people. He noted that many lndians do not wish 
to belong to white man's society . . . He explained the National lndian 
Brotherhood is an alliance of the provincial lndian organizations. ft 
recognizes that Indians want to be Canadians as well as being 
lndian, and its purposes are to focus the aims of al1 the provincial 
organizations, to eliminate government patemalism and to encourage 
schooling and housing in al1 lndian communities (Walter Deiter 
papers, Sumrnary of his address given at the Canadian Federation 
of University women 18th Triennial Conference Program Report 
1970). 

The National lndian Brotherhood was firmly in place by 1970 as the 

national lndian representative organization. Staff included Walter Gordon, 

interim Secretary-Treasurer; Noel Starblanket, communications ofFicsr; Anita 

Gordon, Youth Liaison officer; Shirley Fontaine and Linda Peters, administrative 

support, and Keith Miller, Government liaison officer. The workers were primarily 

policy communicators between government departments and lndian 

organizations. 

Deiter was encouraged by his benefactor, Eric Harvey, to set up an 

lndian owned corporation to develop Indian lands and resources. Harvey 

agreed to back the idea with $1,000,000 contribution that would be used to 

launch a full scale community development program on a national basis. The 

idea was for the money to establish a corporation which would help to develop 
. . 

the estimated $100 billion dollars of resources on lndian lands (Winwea Frea 

Press, August 18, 1969). The idea was explored, but it never was realized, 
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decisions. 

As the National lndian Brotherhood grew in reputation, Deiter began to 

question the operations of the quasi-independent National Committee on lndian 

Rights and Treaties, headed by Andrew Delisle. The cornmittee had been 

formed in late April 1969 without his input and was composed of representatives 

from the various lndian organizations. At its formation, it was to be an 

independent cornmittee of the National lndian Brotherhood. Privy Councii 

provided an organizational grant for $50,000 in March 1970 for the Committee. 

Deiter was concerned that this National Committee was duplicating the general 

efforts of the National lndian Brotherhood especially around the issues of land 

daims and had the effect of undermining their political effectiveness with the 

federal government (Saskatchewan lndian Cultural Centre, NIB vertical files, 

Minutes of the National lndian Brotherhood General Assembly, March 26-27, 

1970). 

Delisle and Deiter appeared to have increasing personality conflicts. 

Deiter obsewed that Delisle felt he was stronger without a national body (Deiter 

interview, 1977). Delisle had been appointed by the federal government as a 

Commissioner for the Expo Celebrations in Montreal, and consequently, was the 

focus of some media attention. Delisle had also run for President of the National 

Brotherhood and lost to Deiter, and bad feelings remained. There was little 

communication between the Brotherhood and the National Committee, and 

Deiter believed that the two organizations were duplicating work and that the 

Committee was not working as a subordinate group to the Brotherhood which 

was his understanding of its original mandate. The problem centered over who 

would represent lndian people in issues Iike land daim negotiations with the 
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appearance of disunity between two parties that could be played off against one 

another. There was also the administrative overlap because four members of the 

National Cornmittee were also on the Executive Council of the National lndian 

Brotherhood. The mernbers of the National Cornmittee on lndian Rights and 

Treaties included Andrew Delisle, Peter Kelly, Ontario; Ed Smith, Yukon; 

Philip Paul, British Columbia; Roy Daniels, N.W.T.; Peter Dubois, Prairies; and . 

Andrew Nicholas, representirig the Maritimes (Ibid.). Serious discussions were 

held throughout the year to try to resolve the situation. 

Andrew Delisle, Chairman of the National Committee resented the fact the 

Deiter had used the Harvey donation to finance a study on lndian rights through 

the lndian and Eskirno Association. The result of that study was Hative w t s  in 

Canadâ by Douglas Sanders. The second edition of the book, edited by Peter A. 

Curnmings and Neil H. Mickenberg, became an early classic about the study of . 

Aboriginal rights in Canada. Deiter also had found the backing of three patrons 

to cover the initial legal costs of lndian clairns (Ibid). . 
The core of the conflict centered on the National Cornmittee's rights to 

access governrnent funds for its work, as the National lndian Brotherhood was 

not philosophically prepared to accept funds from the Privy Council because this 

was an essential part of its stand against the White Paper policy. Deiter also 

expressed his concern that the government was treating them as seperate 

organizations and playing the two off against each other (Ibid). The executive 

body of the National lndian Brotherhood passed a resolution confirming the 

mandate of the National Comrnittee on fndian Rights and Treaties and formally 

established them as a Committee of the National lndian Brotherhood. 

(Saskatchewan lndian Cultural Centre; National lndian Brotherhood File; Delisle 



to the Executive of the National lndian Brotherhood, July 16, 1970). The result 

was the beginning of a political faction between a disgruntled Delisle and Deiter. 

Following the death of Deitets daughter, Starla, in April 1969, Walter's 

wife and family dernanded more of his attention. lnez was expecting another 

child when Starla died and by September 1969 Christine was born. lnez had a 

difficult delivery and with the depression following the death of her daughter, her 

health declined. lnez had surgery for a mastoid in August A970 and was 

suffering from a thyroid condition that affected both her physical and mental 

health. Deiter consequently spent an increasing amount of time close to home. 

However, plans were undetway by the fall of 1970 to bid for a new leader 

of the National lndian Brotherhood. These plans were being urged on by David 

Ahenakew, the president of the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians. The plan 

was to have Deiter removed from office on a technicality, J. Rick Ponting 

explained: 

At the 1970 General Assernbly at the Hotel Vancouver, Deiter was 
overthrown on an ingenious technicality. The Prairie cabal pointed 
out that the NIB constitution under which Deiter was operating was 
not valid since it had not been offcially registered and inwrporated 
with the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs. With 
Courchene arguing legal points and Cardinal and Ahenakew 
rounding up delegate support, the day was carried by the argument 
that the NIB had not officially existed previously, and that this 1970 
General Assernbly was actually the founding meeting, and that a 

presidential election would have to be held. Opposed by Deiter 
and Noel Doucette, but not by Delisle, (George) Manuel entered 
the election and won on the first ballot (Ponting 1980:200-201). 

George Manuel's biography, by Peter McFarlane, related that the prairie 

leaders had raised the issue of Deiter's urban background which they implied 

removed him frorn being able to relate to people at the reserve level (McFarlane 



1993: 119). The issue provided other lndian leaders with an excuse to remove 

Deiter at a time when his persona1 life was in great stress because of his wife's 

health. Deiter may have understood the need for new leadership to emerge as 

this was a critical period of lndian political development: the federal government 

had conceded that their termination policy for lndian rights was unacceptable; 

that future policies had to involve lndian consultations; and that lndian lobby 

groups would be financed by the federal government. Deiter was the fulcrum of 

change for Canadian lndian policies. His efforts forever ended the lndian Affairs' 

overt paternalism towards Indian people. 

Deiter was offered a one year consulting contract which he refused. 

He returned to his home in Regina at age of 55 tired from his extensive foray into 

lndian national politics but ready to organize other Indian pressure groups. 

Following the disaster of the White Paper policy, the federal government 

entered an evolutionary policy approach towards lndian administration. The 

relationship between lndians and governmenf significantly changed with the 

lndian AfFairs Department unable to play an initiating role in lndian policy 

decisions; nor could it continue to pursue its goal of assimilating Indian people 

into the Canadian mainstream. The Department during this period took every 

opportunity to develop contacts with lndian associations, promoted the 

devolution of administrative responsibilities to band councils, and provided for 

the extension of formal partnership arrangements and cultural programming 

(Dyck 1983:284). The National Indian Brotherhood received a windfall of 3.6 

million dollars from lndian Affairs to bolster its administration (Tennant 

1990: 158). lndian organizations across Canada were encouraged to accept 

federal funded prograrns. lndian Affairs itself, during this time period, prefered 

to deal with lndian leaders from provincial and national organizations, as they 
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own style of management within hierarchical and authoritative bureaucracies. 

The lines between the organizations serving as lndian lobby groups and being 

an extension of the Department of lndian Affairs began blurring during this 

period. 

Deiter had a major influence on the national lndian political 

developments. He had stimulated the development of a national lndian 

organization by building provincial lndian organizations, specifically in 

Saskatchewan, Alberta, Manitoba, and the Yukon. Deiter had clearly identified 

lndian leaders, through these forums, to the Canadian public. lndian leaders had 

to represent a broad based lndian wnstituency in a regional or nationally 

organized association. 

Deiter had also effectively demonstrated that the support of non-lndians, 

such as the Indian-Eskimo Association and the media, could be used to advance 

lndian causes by appealing to the social disparity of lndian people and the need 

for self-determination. The political bodies which Deiter helped to create, played 

a rnediating role between their lndian constituents and the federal government. 

The controversy in 1969 over the White Paper policy was the first test of 

the lndian organizations' ability to capture national media attention. Through the 

CO-ordinating efforts of the National Indian Brotherhood, and under the watchful 

eye of Deiter, lndian organizations effectively stimulated unprecedented interest 

in lndian perspectives. Deiter's political approach to focus the public's attention 

on the federal government's unilateral decision to terminate lndian rights and the 

expressed outrage from lndian leadership changed the relationship between 

lndian people and the Canadian government. The Canadian government was 

forced by the response of the lndian organizations to alter its long held goal of 
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Canada. Deiter created a new alternative vision for lndian people in Canada; 

one that would strive for lndian people and their communities to have an equal 

standard of living to al1 other Canadians but under the direction of collective 

lndian associations. 



ENDNOTES 

1. Lueger (1 977). Weaver (1 981 ) and Purich (1 986) directly attribute 
the White Paper policy as the catatyst for national lndian political 
development, as these following passages indicate: 

At the time the White Paper (1969) was being formulated lndians were 
essentially a politically unorganized minority. There had been few 
regional associations in the past (Lueger 1977), but none became firmly 
established or clearly representative of their constituencies. 

The perceived need to organize at the regional or provincial levels had 
not been pressing enough, nor had the funds been available (Weaver 
1981 :41). 

The growth of native organizations received two big boosts in the 
sixties: the first was the decision by the federal government (joined 
later by provincial governments) to provide funding for native 
organizations, and second was the 1969 White Paper on Indian 
policy . . . The White Paper was the second factor that stimulated 
the growth of native political organizations. Faced with a proposal for 
the legal termination of their status, lndians began to organize. 
National and provincial lndian organizations suddenly gained a 
new life. They had gained a cause-their very existence as lndians 
(Purich 1 986: 186). 

2. Signators of the press statement included Walter Deiter, 
Chief National lndian Brotherhood; Dave Courchene, President, 
Manitoba lndian Brotherhood; Peter Dubois, Director, 
Federation of Saskatchewan Indians; Philip Paul, Chief, 
Vancouver Island Tribal Association; Andrew Delisle, 
President, Association of Quebec Indians; Wilber Nadjiwan, 
President of the Union of Ontario Indians; John Snow, 
Secretary for the Indian Association of Alberta; Lawrence 
Stevenson, Director for the Federation of Saskatchewan 
lndians and President of the Saskatchewan lndian School 
Cornmittees; Jack Pete, Chairrnan, Saskatchewan Native 
Devetopment Fund; and Matthew Bellegarde, Chairman, National 
Native Communications Society. 



CHAPTER 7 

SENATOR WALTER DEITER 

Walter Deiter had becorne a major figure in the struggle to dismantle the 

neo-colonialism and racism that dominated the Canadian government's 

approach towards lndian people. He offered a new direction for indian people 

that was based on self-determination. He had demonstrated his belief that lndian 

people should have the right to shape their own future through uniting under 

collective associations. In such a united position lndian people exercised the 

best chance to influence change in their chosen direction. Deiter believed that 

Canadian society could accommodate Indian people both as its citizens and as a 

special status group. His political motive was to empower lndian individuals so 

that they developed the strength to rebuild their own wmmunities. When he 

returned to his Regina home in 1970, Walter continued to work to empower and 

organize his communities. 

In 1970, his first interest was the recovering lndian and Metis alcoholics. 

Many of these were old friends with whom he shared an affinity, as a fellow 

member of Alcoholics Anonymous. Alcoholism was pervasive in rnost Aboriginal 

communities but no support system existed to help native people cape with this 

social problem. Deiter proposed that Aboriginal people served as the best 

support people to help their own comrnunities recover from the effects of 

alcoholism. With this premise he organized the Native Alcohol Council, a 

prograrn for rehabilitation centers for Aboriginal people within their communities. 

The founders of the Native Alcohol Council included both lndian and Metis 
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Gordon, and Walter Langdon. The program was established with a gant from 

the Donner Foundation (Pete 1972:3). 

The council created the Native Alcohol Centre and Deiter served as the 

Executive Director. His relationship with his political rival, Dave Ahenakew was 

still tense, especially because of Deiter's involvement with establishing the 

Saskatchewan Native Alliance. Deiter had corne to the realization that in his . 

effort to create a strong voice for lndian people, through the lndian 

organizations, that lndian leaders could wield a significant amount of power and 

influence over their own people through their governrnent connections. Deiter's 

idea of Indian leaders was to empower fellow individual lndian people so that 

collectively they could support each other for a common good. This idea was 

based on the traditional model of lndian leadership. The new leaders of the 

organizations were from a different time and aggressively pursued greater 

authority and personal power for their positions as leaders. 

The reality for lndian leaders during this period was that without lndian 

organizations they faced severely high unemployrnent levels for lndian people, 

racism and poverty. The competition for the salaried and powerful positions 

within lndian organizations was intense and fierce. To counter the growing 

power of lndian leaders, Deiter moved in the background to establish the 

Saskatchewan Native Alliance, a group set up to serve as the opposing voice to 

the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians. His protege was Noel Starblanket, a 

young Cree from the Starblanket reserve. The Native Alliance did not have an 

appeal and never became established as the Federation had become too 

entrenched within the lndian communities and both the federal and provincial 



the province. The Native Alliance quietly faded into the background. 

Deiter's connection to the group, however, was never forgotten by Dave 

Ahenakew, then Chief of the Federation. Ahenakew saw it as the formation of an 

explicit political challenge to the FSI and particularly his leadership, and he 

would not allow the creation of a political base for Walter Deiter to launch a 

comeback politically. Ahenakew was not prepared to support the Native Alcohol 

Council unless Deiter was removed (Inçiran News. 1971 :6). Jake Pete wrote at 

this period: 

To recommend such recognition of the Native Alcohol Council 
would have meant loss of prestige for the Federation of Saskatchewan 
Indians' Chief. The govemment sources of funding made it clear 
that the only way Native Alcohol Council would have funding would 
be if it got written support of the two Native political organizations 
of Saskatchewan. A written recommendation was given by the Metis 
Society of Saskatchewan, but the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians 
would not give such a written recommendation (Pete 1972: 38) 

Deiter pragrnatioally moved to have the program established under the 

Metis Society of Saskatchewan. Services would still be offered to on-reserve 

Status Indians. As director, Deiter set up conferences on Native Alcoholisrn, and 

set up rehabilitation centers across the province, staffed by Aboriginal 

counsellors. Deiter also organized a Native Project Society that gave Aboriginal 

inrnates an organized voice within the provincial correctional centers (Pete 

1 972:22). 

By 1973, Deiter worked with the Metis Society of Saskatchewan as a 

consultant on the Aboriginal Rights and Housing programs. He also set up a 

small private business in sand and gravel, mostly operating a backhoe. During 

this period, Walter also served on various cornmittees, including the Regina 

Friendship Centre and was a lay minister with the United Church. In 1969, he 
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the federal cabinet on Canadian economic issues. He held this position for over 

a decade. 

In 1977, Deiter moved back to his home reserve, Peepeekisis, and served 

a terrn as a band councillor. In 1978, he organized lndian veterans to establish 

lobby groups to pressure for parity in compensation as lndian veterans did not 

receive the benefits extended to non-lndian veterans. Deiter went on to serve as 

the founding president for the National lndian Veteran's Association and also 

served as the president of the southern region of the Saskatchewan lndian 

Veterans Association. 

In the same year, he was asked to be an advisor to Sol Sanderson, the 

newly elected Chief of the Federation of Saskatchewan lndian Nations, and also 

accepted the appointment as the FSlN Senator. Senator of the FSI was prirnarily 

a honourary title that recognized the contributions of past indian leaders. The 

Senate under the leadership of Sanderson became an advisory council to the 

Chiefs and staff of the Federation. Many of the FSI Senators were appointed to 

sit on various boards of lndian programs, such as the Saskatchewan lndian 

Federated College, and the FSI Treasury Board, and the Saskatchewan lndian 

Cultural College. 

Under Chief Sol Sanderson, the Federation grew in size and influence 

and started the move towards the goal of becoming province-wide lndian 

government. During this period, the federal government had on its agenda a 

goal to diminish their involvement in lndian administration but they lacked a 

politically acceptable means of initiating this plan (Dyck 1983287). The slogan 

of "lndian government" provided a politicaliy expedient means to transfer 

federally control Indian programs to lndian governments via their associations, 
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lndian organizations willing to explore the concept of local government. 

Sanderson was astute enough to apply for the funds but defined lndian 

government as sovereign nations that operated outside Canadian laws. 

The government funding made available to lndian organizations which 

were embracing lndian government as a position proved the only option for 

lndian organizations to continue to thrive. To ensure success, the Federation 

changed its name from the Federation of Saskatchewan lndians to the 

Federation of Saskatchewan lndian Nations in 1982. It also changed its 

constitution and drafted a Convention Act that underlined the role of the bands 

as distinct and sovereign nations headed by Chiefs. The strategic vision of the 

organization was reorganized on the articulated principles of sovereignty for al1 

its member bands and the strengthening of the band's status as nations (FSIN, 

Convention Act, January 1985:2). 

Deiter's first task, as Senator, had been to participate as a principal 

advisor on the campaign surrounding the patriation of the Canadian constitution. 

He travelled with the 1979 London lobby group of lndian organizations. Three 

hundred and twenty lndian leaders joined the National lndian Brotherhood 

executive in London, England in July 1979. The trip was made to inform the 

British Parliament that lndian people in Canada opposed the patriation of the 
. . 

ritish North America Act and that such action be denied unless the Canadian 

government agreed to recognize lndian rights and the special status within the 

new m a d a  Act that had been previously guaranteed in treaties and other 

historical relationships. 

Prime Minister Joe Clark advised the Queen against meeting the lndian 
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Deiter was selected as one of five lndian leaders to form a delegation to meet 

with members of the British cabinet and international lawyers. Other leaders 

selected included the then president of the National lndian Brotherhood, Noel 

Starblanket, Sol Sanderson, and George Erasmus, then leader of the Dene 

nation, and Clive Linklater, the Vice-president of the National lndian 

Brotherhood. The lobby was successful in pressuring the Canadian governrnent 

to include Aboriginal people in further constitutional meetings (Atimoyoo 

1979:6). 

In 1980, Deiter was honoured with the appointment as an Officer of the 

Order of Canada. The Order of Canada is Canada's highest distinction which 

recognizes outstanding achievements and service to fellow citizens and to 

humanity at large. 

His last political fight had him join with John Tootoosis in an attempt to 

limit the powers of the very lndian leadership they had help establish. He was 

appointed as a Vice-President of a company set up by the Federation of 

Saskatchewan lndian Nations. The company, called the Saskatchewan lndian 

Nations Company (SINCO), was a group of businesses owned by fifty-one 

Saskatchewan indian bands. The business areas included a consulting firrn, a 

line of sportswear, a minerals exploration Company, a trucking company, a 

security firm and a realty division( W. Deiterls personal papers, SlNCO report, 

n.d.). The consulting operations had offices in Saskatoon, Regina and Ottawa. 

This arrn of SlNCO received contracts from the National lndian Brotherhood, 

now led by the National Chief David Ahenakew. The trucking company had large 

scale contracts to haul cornmodities to northern mine sites. 
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of operation which personally concerned Deiter. Deiter had training as a 

bookkeeper in his early years, a skill unknown to many of the other SINCO 

Board of Directors. He was not expected by the Federation executive to be 

active in the daily operation of the firm. Deiter was unhapppy with the financial 

statements presented to him and had become aware of a number of company 

improprieties. Deiter was also troubfed by the operation of the company and by 

the increased elitism that Sanderson's agenda of lndian government was 

encouraging. By strengthening the office of the band Chiefs, the concerns and 

respect for band members were slowly being eroded in the name of lndian 

governrnent (1. Deiter interview, 1993). Deiter discussed the matter with his 

fellow Senators of the Federation and together they decided to confront 

Sanderson, while Deiter also pressed for an investigation of SlNCO ( W. Deiter 

interview with author, 1988). 

The organization that Deiter had developed was based on the notion that 

lndian leaders would continue to value the traditional ideals of being a chief. A 

chief in the Cree tradition was one who gave selflessly to the people and who 

put his people first. Under the traditional form of Indian government, the bands 

were a small unit of the larger Cree nation, in which the people had a dernocratic 

approach to leadership and issues. Sanderson altered the traditional notions of 

a Cree government to reflect a rnonarchist systern with the Chiefs serving as 

Kings to the bands that were perceived to be independent nations (Sanderson 

7984: 155; FSlN Convention 1985,"Principles of lndian Government", lndian 

Government Series Pamphlet No. 2). Sanderson's vision of lndian government 

saw the chiefs as suprerne rulers over their people: 

In developing our political institutions during the past ten years, 



the band chief. We often cornplain about governmenr-s 
disrespect for our chiefs, but we as lndian people are more to 
blame for that than anyone else. We had one hell of a task 
in Saskatchewan to get out people to give the chief s 
office the respect that it needs to function effectively. . . 
So we have spent the past ten years developing the powers 
of the chief s office into the highest office of lndian governrnent 
(Sanderson 1 984: 1 55). 

These conflicting concepts of lndian leadership created dissention throughout 

lndian communities. 

Deiter felt that the new style of govemment proposed by Sanderson 

was not one based on lndian traditions.1. The vast documents produced under 

Sanderson's adminstration (Indian Governrnent Pamphlets, Reports produced on 

Citizenship and membership FSlN 1984, FSlN Convention Acts) articulated 

support of lndian government that resembled the European rnodel of feudalisrn 

where individuals have no rights to the land and benefit only by their relationship 

to their masters. 

lndividual rights under Sanderson's concept of lndian government were 

subservient to the collective rights of the "band nations". In a 1984 Chief s 

document, entitled " The First Nations' Citizenship Act", the rights of lndian 

citizens were clearly limited to protecting some aspect of the state. There was no 

mention of the individual's right to vote or any freedoms one might associate with 

a democratic country. Part eight of the act declared the individual treaty and 

Aboriginal rights were limited and possibly abrogated under the act to preserve 

the cultural integrity of the nation (Citizenship and Membership, FSlN 1984). 

The concept of traditional lndian leadership had been substantially 

altered by Sanderson. A new elitism among leadership was encouraged by the 

mode1 promoted by Sanderson. The model did not include political status for 

elders or for individuals. Deiter questioned the legitimacy of these new lndian 
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concept of lndian leadership. 

A criminal investigation led to connections with the Assembly of First 

Nations and later to former cabinet minister John Munro relative to alleged 

contributions to this Liberal leadership bid. Monro and six Saskatchewan lndian 

leaders were subsequently charged with fraud, corruption, and misrnanagement 

(Q.B.M. No. 807 of A.D. 1987 Queen vs. SlNCO developments and Solomon - 

Sanderson, Wayne Ahenakew, Doug Cuthand, James Burns, David Ahenakew, 

Robert Lawton, Leslie Bird, and Pat Woods). The media widely reported about 

the lndian leaders' lavish spending habits and the manner in which funds 

allegedly had been channelled. Deiter was concerned about the manner in 

which the media handled the story of this investigation. His frustration centered 

upon lndian leadership and the lack of accountability of lndian leaders to their 

own people; rather the media focused on the inability of lndian people to 

manage their own financial affairs. 

The media's portrayal of this story was a concem for al1 lndian people 

and the issue was discussed in various lndian political forums. There was a 

great deal of pressure on Deiter and his fellow Senators to drop the 

investigation. Deiter was then 72 years of age and John Tootoosis was over 80 

years of age. These elderiy statesmen refused to concede, believing in the need 

for lndian leadership to become accountable to their people. The action of these 

Senators created confusion and the eventual distrust of fndian leadership among 

Indian communities both at the provincial and national level. 

By pushing the SlNCO investigation, Deiter asserted the importance of 

ethical standards for Indian leaders. An era of blind trust in lndian leaders by 

their people ended with the SlNCO investigation. Walter Deiter died on 
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lengthy trial al1 the charges were dismissed because of lack of evidence ( Jm 
Posf, November 1 99 1 :A.4). 



1 Deiter's fear of this new approach was reflected in earlier in the writings of 
Edward Ahenakew. In the book (Voices of the Plains Cree 1973), 
Ahenakew expressed his fear of band autonomy through the character of 
Old Keyam: I think that one of finest qualities that prairie life bred into 
Indian character was the spirit of loyalty to the tribe . . . If the spirit of 
loyalty would have no rneaning; we would be only small and 
separate bands of people (Ahenakew 1973:87) 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

The life of Walter Deiter served as a prism to examine the contemparary 

political developments of lndian people in Canada. His contributions to 

Canadian lndian political developments have an intrinsic historia1 importance 

because he was the individual leader who played a role leading lndian people 

out of a period of overt neo-colonialism and into the contemporary agenda of 

defining lndian self-determination. By his example and his actions, Deiter laid a 

foundation for the context of lndian leadership in the twentieth century. 

Deiter recognized that changes could only be realized with an organized, 

unified lndian lobby group, that had credibility both within the larger Canadian 

society and within lndian communities. There had been other lndian political 

organizations established prior to Deiter's organizational efforts, but most fell 

short due to credibility questions with either their own Indian constituents or 

because there was no forum for public support. Deiter approached both of these 

problems in his effort to rebuild the Federation of Saskatchewan lndians and in 

forming the National Indian Brotherhood. 

Deiter relied on traditional methods to secure credibility among his own 

lndian constituents. His marriage to lnez Wuttunee became a significant factor 

as it gave him a strong relationship to Cree people, who accounted for 75% of 

the provincial lndian population. Deiter's own immediate relatives, his sister 

Eleanor and her husband Hector Brass, had achieved some success in 

advancing lndian issues through the use of organized political groups, such as 
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lndian community and with local non-lndians, and their political experience were 

readily available for Deiter to use when he assumed leadership of the 

Federation. 80th Hector and Eleanor had served on the executive of the 

Association of Saskatchewan Indians, a precursor to the Federation 

of Saskatchewan Indians. 

Through his wife's relatives, both John Tootoosis and William Wuttunee, 

he also could develop strong ties to the northern Cree which served to solidify 

the north-south division that continuously threatened the Federation's 

organizational efforts. He also drew on support from his relatives among the 

Saulteaux. These kinship ties, in addition to the organization's traditional 

supporters, forged a strong unified constituency for the Federation. His direct 

ancestry included two treaty-signers, Chief Gabriel Cote and Chief Okanese. He 

often referred to this fact of his heritage to secure the support of the more 

nationalist Chiefs in the province. 

Among his greatest assets was his own resourcefulness. He had been a 

private businessman and knew the significance of taking risks with his financial 

future knowing that he couid always rely on himself to earn money to support the 

family. He also relied upon his broad networks of contacts made through 

business and personal acquaintances to advance his political agenda. 

Deiter also recognized the traditional definition of an lndian leader was 

one that gave selflessly to his people. His cornmitment to the cause was 

epitomized when he rnortgaged his own home to secure the loans needed to pay 

his staff. His home also was often the central meeting place with lnez providing 

the food and lodging. lnez always encouraged her husband and understood the 

unrelenting demands made of an lndian political leader. Deiter was often absent 
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by herself. While his absence caused frustration at times, both lnez and Walter 

were comrnitted to improving the quality of Iife for lndian people. 

His political motives were to empower lndian individuals so that they 

would develop the inner strength to help their own communities in the struggle 

against neo-colonialism and racism that plagued lndian people. He extended 

invitations to other lndian leaders to use his political office to present their 

positions. At the height of the White Paper fight in 1969, he stood aside and 

gave his authority to the Chiefs of Alberta so they could highlight their Red 

Paper policy response. 

He was not an elitist in his leadership. His political motives went far 

beyond his own constituents within lndian organizations. He served as an 

advocate and supporter to the Metis, Non-status, Aboriginal youth, recovering 

alcoholics, and veterans. Deiter had a single mindedness of liberating Aboriginal 

individuals. He sought to awaken them to new opportunities, to empower them 

through example, and to unify them to achieve a goal of self-detemination. 

Deiter served as the catalyst for a more complex identity for lndian people 

in Canada. While he was shaped by the ongoing struggle that his people faced 

against the oppression of the Jndian k t  and actions of the government agents of 

lndian policy, he did not accept the prevailing view that lndian people could only 

be wards of the government, and therefore, second class citizens. Deiter 

believed government policies oppressed lndian people and he refused to accept 

that an lndian had either a cultural or biological disposition to failure. As a 

member of the File Hills colony, Deiter witnessed social engineering on the part 

of lndian Affairs and recognized that the oppressive government policies were 

the instruments of destruction for Indian initiative. Yet his position as a member 
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society and allowed him to perceive his world in a larger context. His perspective 

differed from the narrow vision offered to most lndian people through their 

upbringing in the residential schools and their isolation on reserve. 

Deiter's belief in the capacities of his own people was coupled with his 

persona1 drive to ensure that his children would not inherit the same oppression 

which he experienced. It was this oppression which incited him to dream of a 

society where lndian people could be free to determine their own future with 

pride and dignity, while maintaining their birth rights as the original owners of 

this land. He avoided sectarian issues whether in larger society party politics or 

religious affiliation. His arrival in lndian politics was timely but it was enhanced 

by his ability to transcend both the world of the Canadian public and that of this 

own people which allowed him to take advantage of the times. His vision of a 

strong unified lndian presence within the Canadian confederation served to 

motivate and maintain his interest in lndian politics throughout his life. 

The period of 1966 to 1970 in which Deiter made his most significant 

contribution was ripe for lndian organizational development. The 1967 

Centennial celebration of Canadian Confederation was a major event that 

presented lndian people with media attention unlike anything that happened 

previously. Prime Minister Pearson's "War on Poverty" provided Deiter with 

national media attention enabling him to eloquently point out that Indian people 

were as a group ai the lowest of al1 economic and social levels in Canada. 

Throughout North America, the status quo was being challenged. With the 

arrival of Prime Minister Trudeau and his government'ç vision of creating a "just 

society", Deiter was able to pose uncornfortable questions about lndian people's 

relationships within Canadian society. The Canadian public and politicians were 
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on some ievel. 

Deiter was aware that the Canadian public was conditioned by the 

struggles about civil rights issues. He understood constituencies and their 

influence on the positions taken by governments, and thus made time to build , 

relationships with Church groups and the Indian-Eskimo Association to help his 

organizations gain credibility with non-lndians. Deiter was effective in molding . 

public opinion to advance lndian causes. His lasting testament was his ability to 

mold opinion around the challenge of the White Paper policy and to use the 

policy paper as a means to galvanize support for lndian unity. lndian- 

government relations changed significantly because of the development of the 

regional and national lndian organizations and their ability to respond to 

government policies, like the 1969 termination policy. The overall effect altered 

the direction of lndian poticy-making from that of the closed systern of lndian 

Affairs to be open to public scrutiny and lndian consultation. 

As the lndian organizations grew in power and influence, Deiter took 

seriously his place in positions as advisor and senior statesman to lndian 

organizations. His advice often reflected an internat tension about the direction 

of lndian self-determination. He witnessed the rise of a strong and powerful elite 

that maintained their power through their political associations. The investigation 

of the Saskatchewan lndian Nations Company firmly led him to further define his 

belief that lndian leaders must be held accountable and responsible for their 

actions by their own people. His own actions to press for an police investigation 

of the leaders suggest that Deiter viewed lndian government as operating within 

a larger Canadian frarnework. His position on this issue alienated him from 

lndian leaders who believed that the lndian governments should operate beyond 
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were on trial for questionable use of lndian grant money for personal benefit. His 

political allies in this matter included elderl y lndian statesmen, like John 

Tootoosis, who believed in the traditional definition of an lndian leader to be one 

of selfless devotion to the people. During this difficult period of intense debate 

about his action of pressing for a police investigation, Deiter influenced a new 

hybrid of lndian leadership to emerge. 

The new lndian leaders would require skills that drew qualities from both 

a traditional model of Indian leadership, that included generosity, service, 

integrity; and those of a trading chief who could serve as a broker and 

gatekeeper for lndian people. Prior the Sinco investigation, lndian leaders were 

accepted uncritically by lndian constituents; after the investigation began to 

circulate media accounts of the spending habits of lndian leaders, a new 

standard of lndian leadership began to emerge. Questions about the 

accountability and the legitimacy of lndian leadership have continued to be 

discussed by both media and scholars (Boldt 1993). 

Walter Deiter is a critical figure in understanding lndian political 

developments in Canada. The methods used in this thesis were first to introduce 

models of lndian leadership to illustrate his influence upon the construction of 

contemporary lndian leaders and the process of their development. Deiter 

defined a contemporary lndian leader as those lndian individuals who were 

elected by a unified base of lndian constituency (chief and councils) and who 

were able to serve representing their people to the larger Canadian context both 

on regional or national levels. 

The second chapter of the thesis reviewed methods to construct a 
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leaders required the studied use of personal-life documents, stories, media 

accounts, and narrative to reconstruct the individual's life but also should include 

a review of the political impact of the lndian leader with in the larger Canadian 

framework and their own lndian communities. Using biographical methods 1 

reconstructed the life of Walter Deiter to reflect how his personality, actions, and 

beliefs allowed him to make an individual difference. 

Walter Deiter left a substantive legacy for not only lndian people but for 

which ail Aboriginal people would benefit. His greatest gift was his drive and 

abilities as an organizer that motivated and inspired Indian, status and non- 

status, and Metis people to unify and to fight for a rightful place within Canadian 

society that reinforced the historically sanctioned accommodation of Aboriginal 

people as feltow citizens with special rights. 
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